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A R t  F o R  A R t ’ s  s A k E  A u c t i o n

CY Trestle is more 
than just a pretty 
sight
B y  L E s L i E  t h o m p s o n

in 2003, i spent my thanksgiving holiday 

in memphis. this was not my first trip to the 

Bluff city. i had visited once as a child, but the 

only thing i can recall from that trip is a hazy 

memory of the “Jungle Room” at Graceland. 

on my second trip, i spent the majority of a 

summer as a sullen teenager on the university 

of memphis campus, where i saw very little of 

the actual city. Even if i had been given the 

opportunity to explore all i wanted, i still 

would have preferred to sit by myself in a 

dorm room while listening to the smiths on 

my sony Discman. i had not yet learned how 

to appreciate this city and what it has to offer.

on this third trip, i came with my husband. 

he grew up in memphis and was eager to 

show me around, so we drove down the 

massive tree-lined parkways, and he showed 

me overton park. At sunset, we sat by the 

mississippi, and we followed it with a dinner 

of Rendezvous ribs. i saw the city from the 

rooftop of the peabody, and, afterward, i saw 

our faces lit from the neon signs on Beale. We 

drove through Victorian Village, and then he 

showed me the sprawling mansions of East 

memphis.

Back in midtown, he said we were going to 

cooper-young, a name that sounded so bizarre 

to me. At the time, i thought “cooper young” 

was a person, but i quickly figured it out when 

i found myself driving down cooper street. 

Before arriving at our intersection destination, 

i can remember looking up and seeing 

something so curious and appealing. “What is 

that?” i asked in wonder as i pointed up above 

at what i would later learn to call the trestle. 

the image of the backlit miniature row of 

houses hanging high and proudly over cooper 

was unforgettable. At the time, i had no idea 

who put it there or why, but it spoke to me. i 

saw it as the loveliest of welcome mats 

dangling from the sky.

At home, i would recall our trip to memphis 

over and over in my head, where the sweet 
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 Art for Art’s Sake  
 Auction
April 10th, 6–9:30 pm 

young Avenue Deli

$20 entry, $15 for cycA members

Bidding rights in the silent and live 

auction and refreshments 

    
 CYCA Annual  
 Meeting and Elections
tuesday, April 13th,  

6 pm Refreshments,  

meeting begins at 6:30 pm 

2298 young Avenue

Elections for president and treasurer

celebration for purchase of the 

building at 2298 young Avenue 

 
 CY Community  
 Yard Sale 

saturday, April 24th,  

8 am–2 pm (rain or shine) 

cycA members can list their yard 

sales in the classifieds section

Anyone can join at cooper-young.org

 
4 

Cooper-Young is a 
$ellers market

Learn all the tips and tricks for 

making your yard sale one to remember this 

year! Join in the fun on April 24th at the cy 

community yard sale.

 

11 
Art for Art’s Sake 
Auction
take a look at some of the art 

that will be up for auction on April 10th, and 

learn more about the talented artists that 

donated their artwork for the fundraiser.

 

19 
Local writer, Corey 
Mesler, releases two 
new books

corey mesler is not just one of the owners 

of Burke’s Book store; he is the talented author 

of two new books, the Ballad of the two tom 

mores and Following Richard Brautigan.

All of these articles and more will 
be published online each month at 
lamplighter.cooperyoung.org. 

Don’t forget to register!
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Cooper-Young is looking 
for you!

Hopefully, you all have seen our mission. If not, take a look 

on the opposite page on the membership form.  One of the 

most important and prominent parts to our mission is “Safe.” 

Well, CYCA needs your help with the safe part. We specifically 

need help with people willing to work on the safety com-

mittee and work with the board on this issue. This will involve 

networking with local police and other community groups focused on safety and commu-

nication with the neighborhood. If you are passionate about this subject, please contact 

Maggie at info@cooperyoung.org, call, or just stop in. We are looking for you! 

While we are at it, some other skills needed are:

Legal—it is always nice to have someone that CYCA can consult with that is an at-

torney. We need someone that can steer us in the right direction when we are planning 

projects, organizing events, working on contracts, etc. If you can offer a helping hand, we 

would love to talk to you. 

Event Planning, Party Planning—we have a large fundraising arm to CYCA to support the 

work that we do. The CY 4-miler and the Art for Art’s Sake Auction could use a little 

help. There has been a lot already done to prepare, but we still could use some organizing 

skills in this department. We know there are some great party people out there and that CY 

knows how to have fun! 

We have a lot of great people out there and we would love to hear about your skills. 

Why don’t you come by and introduce yourself on Tuesday, Dec 8th from 6–9 pm at 

Playhouse on the Square? We are throwing our Big Bash, Christmas, Volunteer Thank You, 

20th Anniversary of the LampLighter Party all rolled into one great party.  I can’t wait! See 

you there.

Debbie Sowell
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St. Jude Marathan
Saturday, December 5th, 9-1 pm 

Come out and cheer on the runners 

along the intersection of Cooper and 

Young. 

CYCA Holiday Party
Tuesday, December 8th, 6–9 pm 

Playhouse on the Square

51 S. Cooper 

Come help us honor our volunteers 

and celebrate 20 years of the 

LampLighter. Everyone is welcome!

CYCA Board Meeting
Tuesday, December 15th, 7 pm

2298 Young Avenue

Holiday Snack Boxes 
Thursday, December 24th, 5–6 pm

2298 Young Avenue

Drop off snack items or homebaked 

goods to be delivered to our Police 

Firefighters working the holdiay. See 

page 3 for details.

The LampLighter Staff  

thanks you for a wonderful year and 

wishes you Happy Holidays and  

a great New Year’s!
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It’s spring clean-up time!
B Y  D E B B I E  S O W E L L

Well, spring is here and what a time we will have doing our 

spring cleaning! Not only will we be doing some spring clean-up 

around our homes, but we will be doing some clean-up around 

the neighborhood, as well.

Mulch to Members is offered again this year to our current 

members. The City is not offering free mulch to us this year so the 

CYCA is partnering with Mike Earnest of Midtown Nursery to sponsor our Mulch to Members 

giveaway and introduce his business to the neighborhood. See the ad in this issue for the 

event on April 18th at a new location this year!

Stay tuned to your email blast and the website for more information about a clean-up by the 

Beautification Committee. This quarterly clean up will focus on the gazebo beds and the Robin 

Marvel garden at the corner of Central and East Parkway. 

And last but not least…drum roll, please…you will be seeing a flurry of activity at the Trestle 

Art in the coming months as we have signed a contract to have it painted and the windows 

replaced! The Art for Art’s Sake Auction has been the main event that has helped to raise the 

money needed to make all this happen now and in the future. Make sure you save the date 

and buy your tickets for this year’s auction on sale now at www.cooperyoung.org for April 11th 

at the Young Avenue Deli.
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CY Porch Sale 

Spring cleaning inspires creative 

residents to organize a neighborhood 

wide porch sale. Artists and musicians are 

encouraged to participate along with regular 

folks just cleaning out their closets.

6                     
Cooper-Young Night Out 

celebrates first year
The CYBA has been inviting the city 

to experience Cooper-Young on the first 

Thursday of each month for one year. Local 

artists will set up on the sidewalks to offer 

everyone a special treat.

18     
Neighbors remember 
a beloved friend
New York Street residents say 

goodbye to Nekole Delashmit who died in a 

tragic accident.

Art for Art’s 
Sake Auction
Saturday, April 11th, 6-9:30 pm

Young Avenue Deli

CYCA General 
Meeting
Tuesday, April 14th, 6:30-7:30 pm 

Doors open for refreshments at 

6 pm

2298 Young Avenue

Elections will be held for CYCA Vice 

President and Secretary

CYCA Mulch to
 Members
Saturday, April 18th, 9am-noon or 

until the mulch is gone

Midtown Nursery at corner of 

Cooper and Central

THANKS TO  

OTHERLANDS FOR 

HOSTING THE ARTISTS 

RECEPTION ON APRIL 

29TH FOR THE ART FOR 

ART’S SAKE AUCTION 

LIVE AUCTION  

CONTRIBUTORS AND TO 

FORK IT OVER CATERING 

FOR PROVIDED THE 

REFRESHMENTS. 

17 
Public to tour new 
Playhouse in upcoming 
Open House

The wait is over! On January 10th, the public will 

be able to take guided tours of the masterpiece 

that has been in the works. Make sure to save the 

date!

20 
Local memberships 
bring entertainment 
beyond the holidays

Need holiday gift ideas? How about a member-

ship at one of our many historical and educational 

local hot spots? These gifts never get old!

22 
Directors look back 
to plan ahead

See what the Cooper-Young Commu-

nity Association is all about, financially that is. The 

provided charts and lists give you a look at where 

the funds come from and how they are spent.

p R E s i D E n t ’ s  L E t t E R

Springing forward
spring is here! yippee! outdoor activities are already picking up, 

like quarterly clean-ups, preparing for the Art for Art’s sake Auction 

on the 10th of this month, our own spring cleaning at the office....oh 

But WAit! have you heard the good news? 

cycA has purchased the building at 2298 young. owning our own 

space will provide a great foundation for us to build our future. All of 

the board members have worked to make this happen, and John 

kinsey assisted with the financing. We are so excited and hope to make it better and better by 

doing some improvements. We have lots of plans and hope to make it fun and beneficial for all 

cooper youngians and beyond. 

Lastly, there is an upswing in activity at the Fairgrounds. We hope to keep you as informed as 

we can and may have some calls to action soon. so keep up with the news on our website, and if 

you have not joined our email list, please do so now to get any alerts direct to your inbox.

Elections are coming up in April, and i want to take this opportunity to say how much i have 

enjoyed serving our community as president. Enjoy the upcoming warm weather by getting out 

and talking with your neighbors. knowing them makes us all a bit more aware, a bit more safe, 

and, heck, makes it all more fun. thAt is why i love cy!

Debbie Sowell

The CYCA website has a new look that better relates to the LampLighter site. 
Both sites will continue to evolve as we strive to make them easier to use and 
provide more information that you need. Let us know what you think about 
these changes at either cooperyoung.org or lamplighter.cooperyoung.org.
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C O M M u n i T Y  S p i r i T

 Mission Our purpose is to form an association of residents and interested 

parties to work together to make our diverse and historic community a 

more desirable and safer place to live, worship, work, and play.

Enclosed is a check for my membership in the cooper-young community Association

 new  Renewing 

 household – $20  trestle tender – $50  senior 55 and older – $5  

name _______________________________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________ Zip __________________________

phone _______________________________________________ Email __________________________

 i want to hear about volunteer opportunities

Enclosed is my gift of $ _________________________________________________________________

in honor or/in memory of ______________________________________________________________

Enclosed is my gift of $___________________ for the General operating Fund

mail this form with your payments to:  

cycA membership, 2298 young Avenue, memphis, tn 38104

you can also join online at www.cooperyoung.org. The CYCA is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization.

ArE YOu SignED up fOr Our EMAiL ALErTS On SAfETY, 
COMMuniTY EVEnTS, AnD VOLunTEEring?

Sign up @ cooperyoung.org.

C Y C A

CYCA 2010 Memberships
B y  m A G G i E  c A R D W E L L

the following memberships were received as of February16th. memberships received after the 

16th will be listed in the next issue. the cooper-young community Association is supported by 

paid memberships, and anyone is welcome to join and receive the benefits of membership, which 

include discounts to local businesses. you can join online at www.cooperyoung.org.

Community Memberships

peter & Wilhelmina Alfonso

sandra Bergland

Ben & April Boleware

Jim & Laura Brasher

Adrianne & Ben Braun

Ly t. Burnett

m. Drew clarke

Georgina coker

kevin Dean

Jennifer Dobbs

mavis Estes

Ellen & sean Faust

kathy Fisher

kyle Gowen

Devin Greaney

Beth Gunn

Ernest & Vickie hall

Jennifer & chris hardesty

pamela higgins

R Andrew hutchinson

olivia irons

Leslie Jaynes

m A G i c  i n  m E m B E R s h i p

Let them know that you are proud to 
be a CYCA member
B y  J o h n  k i n s E y

“Life is good in Cooper-Young” signs

the cycA membership committee is looking for members throughout cooper-young who will 

allow us to place a “Life is good in cooper-young” sign in your yard. the committee will come on 

saturday, April 24th, in the afternoon and place the sign. you might remember the groovy signs 

designed by member and resident teresa Franks. the signs will be up from April 24th through 

June 5th. the committee will come back to remove the signs. All you have to do is send an email 

and be willing to show your pride in the cycA!

if you are willing to let us place a sign in your yard, then please send an email to me, the 

membership committee chair, at info@cooperyoung.org, or call me at 272-cycA (2922).

Membership is for everyone

Annual memberships in the cycA are available all year long. the benefits pay for the member-

ship in only two or three uses! Welcome to our newest benefit provider—café ole! Visit  

cooperyoung.org for a complete list of benefit providers. 

to run for office or to vote in the officer elections on tuesday, April 13th, you must be a 

member in good standing. memberships can be purchased that night, at the office at 2298 young 

Avenue, or via paypal at cooperyoung.org. 

memberships help pay for many of the services we provide you. please consult your tax advisor 

on the deductibility of your membership dues.

prizes become membership perk

the cycA membership committee wants to thank all the members of our organization with 

some prizes, including gift certificates to some of our benefit providers among other things. For all 

members whose applications are processed by June 5th, you will be entered into a random 

drawing to win a great prize. it pays to be a cycA member!

Amelia nowlen

Joye opfer

Gina & mallory prater

mark s. Rutledge

ted & kathryn schurch

Jay & Emily schwartz

margie smith

naomi Van tol

David Webb

tyler White

ken & Erica Whitehead

Jeremy & Asuka yow

Donation in Memory of

Doug Grooms from Bob isgren

Dr. F.h. opfer from Joyce opfer

Donation in Honor of

mike parnell & Glenn Althoff from maggie & 

steve cardwell

Donation for the Building fund 

Jane Davis

Donation to Support general 

Operating funds

Frances Walker

mark Rutledge

margie smith

Cooper-Young Chili  
Cook-Off winners
B y  E m i Ly  B i s h o p

the 3rd Annual cooper-young/peabody school chili cook-off 

was a huge success, raising almost $1,800 (twice the amount of last 

year) for improvements to the community playground at peabody 

school and bringing around 300 people to the peabody cafeteria 

on February 27th.

most unusual chili - Rene Erickson and the midtown chili Bombers 

Judge’s choice - Rene Erickson and the midtown chili Bombers

people’s choice - John shoemaker of houghton mifflin publishers 

for his “textbook chili.” 

Best Vegetarian chili - nicole hogan, a Felix resident and peabody parent

Best hot chili - mrs. Berryman and the peabody cooking club

For the second year in a row, the block club with the most participation at the chili cook-off was 

nelson Avenue (cooper to Barksdale), and ms. magbee’s first grade class won a pizza party for having 

the most peabody students represented. 

special thanks goes to the “celebrity” judges, neisey Bobo, peabody parent and owner of ching’s 

Wings, craig Blondis, future peabody parent and owner of central BBQ, and kym clark, midtown 

resident and Action news 5 anchor.
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C Y C A  n E w S

t R A s h  t o  t R E A s u R E

Cooper-Young is a $ellers market
B y  h Ay n E s  k n i G h t

spring is in the air, your windows are open, thunderstorms are rolling across the mid-south, the 

jonquils are bursting from their winter hideaways, and you keep on avoiding those boxes at the 

top of your closet filled with stuff from when you moved in (mumble, mumble) years ago. By the 

time you read this, the cooper-young community yard sale will be a matter of weeks away 

(saturday, April 24th, from 8 am–2 pm). Are you getting ready? the way to get started in putting 

your yard sale together is start with one of those boxes. Just one. the journey of a thousand 

miles, ya know? Why have you kept all those mardi Gras beads tucked away in a box for all these 

years, Blanch? 

Although the cycA will be putting up signs around cooper-young, a few signs directing people 

to your sale in particular are always helpful, especially if you are a bit off the beaten path. make 

sure that the lettering is big, bold, and consistent. something as simple as “sALE!” with an arrow 

can draw people to your yard. if you put signs up, make sure to take them down after the sale. if 

you are a craigslister, post your sale there. i would recommend not putting your exact address, 

however (to avoid someone knocking on your door the day before asking to look through your 

stuff). something like “900 block of meda street” might be better. customers will still find you.

Rain or shine—well, if it rains, it rains. Every seller is responsible for deciding if they want to sell 

or not if we have inclement weather. We are trying to make this an annual “last saturday in April” 

event, but as you know in memphis in late April, rain might fall, so we kind of take our chances. 

i could probably fill this LampLighter issue with do’s and don’ts of yard sales, but i’m going to 

give you just a few highlights.

Let me start out by saying that yard sales are hard work. it is like a mini-move. Like a move, 

don’t wait until the night before to get ready. i’ve put together some notes from my many yard 

sales past that might be of some help as you get ready. 

Be clear on the purpose of your sale. Are you selling things to make money or to get rid of 

them? Do you really care about that porcelain cat? is it really worth $10 to you, or would you take 

$2 for it? pricing things on the high-side to negotiate down might be a good rule of thumb at a 

flea market, but at a yard sale, you might have only one shot at the woman with the crazy hat 

who has a collection of porcelain cats. price that cat at $3 and sell it to her for $2. that way, you 

are both happy. chances are that next week, you won’t remember you ever owned that silly cat, 

whereas she’ll be talking to that cat for many years to come. 

More stuff draws more traffic, and, trust me, people will buy just about anything. i’ve been 

amazed at some of the things that have sold at my own yard sales: used mini-blinds, bundles of 

coat hangers, a rusted-out wheelbarrow and broken lawn chairs (just to name a few). true, i 

haven’t made much money from these things, but come on, broken lawn chairs!? 

Be prepared. Be ready to go the night before so that you don’t have to rush around so much 

in the morning. you may find “early bird” customers (the “professional pickers”) at your sale as 

early as sunrise. most (but not all) early birds will respect a sign in your yard saying “8 am sharp. 

no Early Birds.” if you are setting up at 7 am for 

your 8 am sale and customers are already 

starting to pick through your items, be firm, but 

friendly, and tell them you are not open until 8 

am, unless you want to start wheeling and 

dealing before 8 am. there are lots of early 

birds in memphis. i should know. i’m one of 

them.

If you do set your sale up outside the night 

before, cover your items with tarps or sheets 

to discourage easy pickings, and don’t put out 

any of your more valued items. note: put out 

the porcelain cat and broken lawn chairs, but 

wait until morning to put out the Wii console.

Lay out your items so they are easy to 

look at. instead of a box filled with books that 

people have to pick through, have the book 

titles lined up. putting things on card tables is 

always helpful. think like a customer. the 

easier it is to see, the easier it is to buy. my 

mantra: if no one knows i have it for sale, no 

one will ever buy it. say it with me: if no one 

knows i have it for sale, no one will ever buy it.

Price things carefully with the price tag 

easily readable. i have found that the easiest 

way to tag things is with masking tape. it 

doesn’t leave a residue, and you can mark it 

very easily.

Be friendly. Greet people as they arrive—chat 

if they’re chatty.

Do not bad-mouth your items. it may be 

trash to you, but if you are looking for a sale, 

give your customer confidence that your junk 

really is interesting junk worth every penny. 

“hey, how much for this old trunk?” “Wow, that 

is an interesting old trunk, isn’t it?” 

Be honest. if something doesn’t work and you know it doesn’t work, tell the customer it 

doesn’t work and price it accordingly. As strange as it sounds, people buy broken things. Let your 

broken things be their project. i repeat: “Broken lawn chairs, rusted-out wheelbarrow, bundles of 

coat hangers…”

Be willing to bargain, but be less flexible at the start. those customers who are at your sale 

at opening time know what they are doing and probably know the value of your items better than 

you do. if you are okay with making early deals, great. Refer to point #1. Why are you having a 

yard sale in the first place? Another little thing to keep in mind: an item really has no cash value if 

no one wants to buy it for what you want to sell it for. you might have been hoarding Memphis 

Press Scimitar newspapers from August 17th, 1977, thinking they’re probably worth $100 each in 

2010. they’re not. sorry. in memphis, you’ll get about $5.00 each (consistently), but if you’re 

trying to get much more, you may be disappointed. 

Do not use a cash box. keep your money on you at all times. if you find your pockets bulging, 

go in your house and secure your excess cash.

NEVER let a stranger in your house! you might be sympathetic to the little girl who has to 

use the bathroom noW, but remember that this is the oldest trick in the book. Direct people to 

the mcDonalds or other public establishment.

Don’t hold an item without a deposit and a clear understanding of when the customer will 

be back or you could be stuck with that item until your next sale. this is a lesson i learned the 

hard way. if an item has sold and the customer can’t pick it up right away, mark it as “sold” and 

move it out of the traffic area of your sale.

Only accept cash. Do not take a check from a stranger. there are Atm machines throughout 

our neighborhood. know where they are, and direct your customers there.

If you are really trying to move stuff, sell in bulk. instead of a single book/cD/toy/etc, mark 

a box with a great price on a whole box of books/cDs/toys/etc. selling bulk boxes is also a way of 

getting rid of things that you figure no one would ever buy. Let those physics textbooks from the 

1980’s be kept in someone else’s garage. 

Be careful of distractions, and always try to have more than one person at your sale who can 

make sure you are not getting ripped off. it is nice to think that everyone is as honest as you are, 

but that is not always the case.

Last, but not least, wear sunscreen. Do you really want to spend your profits on aloe lotion? i 

thought not.

After your sale, load up your car with leftover useable stuff and run it over to the Goodwill. you 

can write it off as a charitable contribution on your taxes. if there are unusable things, they go out 

on the curb for the “catfish” (as i call them) who will be patrolling the neighborhood until trash day 

looking for “good trash.” Rarely does anything i ever put on the curb after a yard sale make it to 

trash day. 

By that night, you will hopefully have a pocket full of cash and more space to go collecting 

stuff that you’ll sell in next year’s sale. Good Luck!

CYCA Members

can list their  
yard sales  

for free in the 

CLASSifiEDS  
section

cooperyoung.org
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C Y C A  n E w S

p o t L u c k

Celebrate with a party for the project
B y  k R i s tA n  h u n t L E y

Let’s face it—cooper-young will get together and have a party 

for pretty much any reason, be it the annual night out, to 

support the cooper-young Festival 4-miler runners, or whatever 

other happy occasion comes up. Well, here is a chance to party 

and hang out with your neighbors while raising money for the 

community! 

i am happy to announce that we have received the green 

light from the city to proceed with the mcLean mural project. 

this is a major milestone in the mural project because we can 

now proceed with raising the funds needed. As stated in the 

march edition of the LampLighter, the anticipated cost of the 

project is between $10,000 and $15,000, with a completion goal of late summer or early fall. 

With great excitement, we are switching to fundraising mode and kicking it into high gear. We are 

exploring the possibility of corporate sponsorship and trying to locate local businesses that may 

be interested in leaving a lasting mark in cooper-young (so if you know of anyone or a business 

that may be interested, please direct them our way!), but, at this time, we are mainly relying and 

planning on private donations. 

so, this is where the parties come in. Everyone knows fundraising is hard work, but that doesn’t 

mean that it can’t be fun! one idea that was suggested to the Beautification committee is to hold 

progressive potluck parties this coming spring and summer. if you have never had the occasion to 

attend one of these potluck parties, basically there is one or maybe two smaller dishes at each 

home along the potluck route, and folks go from home to home enjoying each dish, spend time 

talking to friends (and making some new ones), and then move to the next home and repeat the 

prior steps. 

For the hosts, the progressive potluck parties are easier than hosting an entire party on your 

own because you only have to take care of one dish, be it an appetizer, a salad, an entrée, or a 

sweet treat, and you don’t have to create and manage an invite list on your own. therefore, the 

host has more time and energy to enjoy friends, neighbors, and the other food (because we all 

know that food that others made tastes better).

the mural project fundraiser would be very similar, but with a cooper-young spin. the progres-

sive potluck is still in the planning phase, but we are hopeful that residents of cooper-young will 

volunteer their homes, their front lawns, or even their back decks and yard to host a stop in the 

progressive potluck. in typical cooper-young style, we want folks to make it their own, though. Do 

you have kids or know what kids enjoy? Feel free to make your stop the place that all the cool 

kids want to go! Are you musically inclined? We all love good music, so please play away! And 

you don’t have to do it alone—get a couple of friends together, pick a house, and go for it! We will 

ask the progressive potluck guests to purchase a ticket for the event (right now, we are thinking 

around $20), and, with that ticket, they can enjoy all the food, music, and cooper-young merri-

ment our neighborhood has to offer. 

interested or want more information? please feel free to drop me a line at k.huntle@yahoo.com. 

Also, please don’t forget the march poll on the cooperyoung.org site, and let us know through that 

if you are interested, as well. 

L E t t E R  t o  t h E  E D i t o R

 neighborhood watch still going 
strong

Last month, i was fortunate enough to attend a neighborhood Watch retreat sponsored 

by the Department of homeland security. While i can’t say i learned a great deal of new 

information—as i have long been an avid supporter of nW—the experience did renew my 

resolve to advocate this critical aspect of community. criminals, like cockroaches, are most 

active when they think we’re not looking, and a well-coordinated neighborhood Watch is, 

by far, the best way to keep the criminal element at bay. Get to know your neighbors, share 

contact information, and, by all means, if you want to play a more active role in cynW, i 

encourage you to contact our safety coordinator, kyle Gowen, at khgowen@hotmail.com.

 Aaron James

B L o c k  c L u B s

Captain Happy Hour provides great 
information
B y  G i n G E R  s p i c k L E R

thanks so much to everyone who made it to our recent “captain happy hour”! We had a great 

time and discussed some important information. For those of you who couldn’t make it or are still 

thinking about signing up as your block’s captain, here’s a recap.

The stats

We now have 28 block clubs in cooper-young, seven of which are new in 2010! this is 

fantastic, and i am so very appreciative of everyone’s willingness to take on this challenge. i truly 

believe you will end up getting more out of it than you put into it.

why block clubs?

the main reason we have block clubs are to connect with our neighbors. When we know each 

other and work together, we can have more impact on what is happening in our neighborhood, 

feel more secure knowing we’re watching out for one another, and most importantly, form 

friendships that are only a few steps away! 

what is the job of the block club captain?

this is really up to the individual captain—you can make it as much or as little as you want to. 

At the very least, we ask that you host (or find someone else to host) a neighborhood night out 

party, which, this year, will be on october 12th. in order to let your block know about this party, 

you’re probably going to have to distribute flyers. But as long as you’re going to have to do the 

legwork then, why not go ahead and pick a nice, spring day and distribute some info sheet flyers 

now? these flyers will ask your neighbors for their pertinent contact information that you can use 

to create an email distribution list to use all year long to communicate with each other. A good 

block club roster is a captain’s most valuable resource.

so, beyond the nno party, it’s up to you. there are some blocks that have lots of casual 

gatherings throughout the year and at different places on the street. it can be as simple as a 

spur-of- the-moment front porch happy hour on a nice evening. But in between social events, the 

captain can serve as the communication link between your neighbors for any emergencies, safety-

related issues, or other concerns your neighbors may want to discuss with one another or with the 

cycA Board.

what if there are houses i’m not comfortable approaching?

you certainly should not do anything you’re not comfortable with. it’s likely that the folks 

you’re uncomfortable inviting to your house won’t come anyway. And if you’re a new club, it may 

be easier to have your first few gatherings in people’s yards instead of inside your home while 

you get to know one another. But ultimately, the more visible our organization efforts are, the less 

we’ll all have to worry about any shenanigans going on!

who foots the bill for all the partying?

For the nno party in october, each block club is allotted $50 for food and non-alcoholic 

beverages. Just save your receipts and turn them in to the cycA office along with your block club 

roster afterward. new this year, the cycA has budgeted an extra $50 for five new block clubs (not 

just clubs under new management, but blocks that have not had a club recently) to throw a party 

sometime this spring or summer. Just create your block roster, have your party, save your receipts, 

and get your cash!

But honestly, the best way to have block social events is just to ask everyone to bring some-

thing. most people are happy to contribute a dish and bring their own beverage, so it often means 

that all you have to do is straighten up the house or yard a bit and open your front door.

 so that’s really it. if you are interested in becoming a block club captain, just send me an email 

(gingerspickler@gmail.com) letting me know which block you represent, and we’ll get rolling!

Blocks that need captains

Street–Boundaries

Blythe–young & Walker

Blythe–Walker & southern

Bruce–oliver & young

Bruce–young & Walker

Bruce–Walker & southern

cooper–southern & Walker

cooper–oliver & young

E. parkway–nelson & young

E. parkway–nelson & central

Elzey –cooper & meda

Street–Boundaries

Evelyn–tanglewood & Barksdale

Evelyn–Barksdale & mcLean

Fleece–southern & Walker

manila–Rembert & Barksdale

manila–Barksdale & mcLean

meda–young & Walker

meda–Walker & southern

meda–Elzey & central

nelson–cooper & cox

nelson–cox & E. parkway

Street–Boundaries

new york–north of Evelyn

new york–nelson & young

new york–young & Walke 

oliver–cooper & tanglewood

philadelphia–young & Walker

philadelphia–Walker & southern

southern–Barksdale to Rembert

tanglewood–southern & Felix

Walker–Barksdale & mcLean
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F E At u R E  A R t i s t

Crossing italy with Croy
B y  J A n i c E  n A B o R s  R A i t E R i

J.m. croy’s trek across italy last year was the inspiration for her work for the April show at 

Gallery Fifty-six. the title, “crossing italy,” has a double meaning—look for the cross within each 

painting. Jane’s “chunky impressionistic” style with her unique underpainting gives these italian 

city scenes and country landscapes a special flavor all her own.

After a sold-out art show, Jane and her husband, Ed, decided to book a European cruise. 

however, since that took most of their budget, they had to do tons of planning to see what they 

wanted on fifty dollars a day (or less). Jane says, “And do you know what we found? A delightful 

train trip through italy to pisa that beat the tour buses…meals at out of the way places, early 

morning open-air flower and fish markets that disappear by the time the tourist taxis arrive. We 

learned to read maps of Florence and Livorno, we strolled flea markets accidentally found while 

wandering side streets, we talked to fishermen 

near the boat docks, and laughed as we ate at a 

mcDonald’s in Valetta, malta.” you can check out 

their adventures on Jane’s blog at janesperspec-

tive.blogspot.com.

here in her hometown of memphis, J.m. has 

always lived art, whether teaching in the 

classroom or organizing artists as curator of her 

own gallery. Recently, however, her vivacious 

energy has been directed solely toward her own 

painting, and all the wonderful art lessons of a 

lifetime come alive in the rich textures and 

vibrant colors of these paintings.
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F R E s h  tA K E  O N  L O C A L  A N d  I N t E R N At I O N A L  A R t :

N. J. Woods art show opens at 
Gallery Fifty-Six
B y  J .  M .  C R O y

 Five years ago, a little gallery dedicated to featuring the artwork of talented local artists and 

crafters established itself as Artists on Central at 2256 Central Ave. With a wide array of paintings, 

sculpture, pottery, arts and crafts, the gallery offered every kind of art imaginable for each and 

every taste and individual. As time progressed, the gallery fi ne-tuned its selection of art for the 

guests’ desires and more and more fi ne art made its way to the walls of the gallery.  

 New ownership and remodeling helped the gallery provide even more of the type of fi ne art 

that the customers desired. soon, plans were made to not only show the fi nest local art available 

but also to reach out to 

nationally and interna-

tionally acclaimed artists 

for representation within 

its walls.   

 April’s opening of the 

new gallery Fifty-six at 

the same location of 

2256 Central Ave. 

continues the tradition of 

showcasing the best local 

art while including 

internationally-acclaimed 

artists with its fi rst show 

featuring the work of N. 

J. Woods. An opening 

reception for the show 

and grand reopening for 

the gallery will occur on 

April 3rd. the public is 

invited to a ribbon 

cutting at 5 pm at the doors of the gallery followed by an Opening Reception for the show 

“Bucolic Biographies” featuring new work by N. J. Woods. guests will see the remodeling that has 

already taken place in the gallery along with work in progress as they stroll through over 3,000 

square feet of showroom space. 

 N. J. Woods will be present during the evening of the 3rd to showcase her newest work of 

dreamlike and autobiographical scenes of the Midsouth. her luminous colors and nostalgic 

themes have been featured around the nation and though her beginnings as a self taught artist 

were humble, her creative growth has gained her a wide artistic reputation. 

 As N. J. says, “Creativity often breeds insanity such as Van gogh’s loss of an ear, or georgia 

O’Keefe’s time spent in a psychiatric hospital, but unlike these masters of art, I paint to keep my 

sanity.” her father was an artist and the memory of his work inspires her to create today.

 With an upbringing in the city and country relatives, N. J. paints rustic life from memory and 

imagination. From what started in a shotgun house in the Orange Mound section of Memphis, 

tennessee and visits to her grandma sarah’s house in Coldwater, Mississippi, nostalgic themes 

abound in her work.  

 having painted professionally for more than 10 years, N. J. has quite a following for her 

paintings. her focus, she says, is more on the color than the subject so the viewer needn’t be 

southern or African-American to appreciate or become emotionally connected with her work.  

If you love color, you will love N. J. Woods’ artwork featured in the fi rst show for the new 

gallery Fifty-six. the fi rst of many fi ne art shows to be featured in the gallery, guests are invited 

to come to the opening reception and/or visit the gallery to see N. J. Woods’ show anytime 

tuesday through saturday from 10 am-5 pm through April 30th. For more information about this 

show, the new gallery or future shows at the gallery, please call the gallery at 276-1251 or go 

online to GalleryFiftySix.com.
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A R T  C U R E S

Find balance at Artists on Central
J .  S .  S M I T H

Many artists create out of a need to express themselves and often to make a statement through 

their artwork. Artist, Kathy Abernathy takes it one step further and creates art as an actual cure for 

a physical ailment. 

Plagued for years with near-constant migraine headache pain and after multiple medications 

and neurological appointments, Kathy began to find that the more she worked at her abstract 

paintings, the less migraine pain she suffered. 

Making the change from full-time work in computer programming to becoming a full-time artist 

was never something she would have considered doing before this discovery. Her degree in 

mathematics and computer science never prepared her for the experimentation and wonderment 

created through her paintings. But as she felt the positive changes that art was having on her life 

coupled with the personal fulfillment that it brought things began to fall in place almost out of 

nowhere. As she worked full time on her paintings, doors began to open that led to honors and 

awards through the Memphis Germantown Art League shows, opportunities came to be juried into 

national shows, and sales were being made through galleries in Nashville, Memphis, and Palm 

Springs, Florida.

Kathy began to, as she says, “follow her bliss” into the art world. “It’s the hardest, most 

demanding, and most amazing career I know of,” continues Kathy. Today, she is thankful for all 

those years of pain and disability for without them she says she would not have found the 

overwhelming affinity for living a creative life.

Kathy will have a show during the month of December at Artists on Central Art Gallery and she 

hopes those who see her work will enjoy the same sense of wonderment and bliss that she felt as 

she created each piece. “Perhaps you would even feel a release from the pains of everyday life,” 

says Kathy. “Art can truly steal your heart . . . and renew your soul”

Kathy’s show, Finding Balance, will be at the Artists on Central Gallery 2256 Central Avenue 

from December 7 through December 31. There will be an opening reception for the artist on the 

evening of December 7 from 5 p.m. until 8 p.m. The show will continue throughout the month of 

December during regular gallery hours of 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday.

In January, Kathy and each artist who has been selected for a one man show at Artists on 

Central during 2007 will be together, as a group show, each artist displaying some of their newest 

pieces with statements as to the direction his or her art will be taking in the future. It’s a sneak 

preview of the styles, talents, and directions that each artist will be taking for 2008 and beyond. 

Featured artists in this show will be M. J. Reeves, Mary Winger-Bowman, G. Allen B., Nigel Merrick, 

John Sosh, Kenny Hayes, John Sadowski, Jane Croy, Jeff Corbett, and Kathy Abernathy. 

For more information about the gallery and the shows or if you are an artist who would like to 

display your work at Artists on Central come by the gallery at 2256 Central Avenue to pick up a 

show application or call 276-1251. You can also visit the gallery online at www.thepalladiogroup.

com. Just scroll down to Artists on Central as one of the shops of The Palladio Group, which also 

includes Market Central, Palladio, Waterworks and a new area of artist’s studios all located in the 

2200 block of Central Avenue 

Spring Showers by Kathy Abernathy
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YARD OF THE MONTH
R E C O G N I T I O N  B E G I N S  I N
APRIL. EMAIL NOMINATIONS TO 

INFO@COOPERYOUNG.ORG

Two of J.M. Croy’s paintings will be up for a silent auction throughout the month of April, with 

all proceeds going to MIFA. The public is invited to her opening on Friday evening, April 9th, 

from 5–8 pm at the gallery, 2256 Central Avenue. For more information, call 901-276-1251 or go 

online to galleryfiftysix.com.
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C Y  B u S i n E S S  n E w S

tA k E  A  t o u R

new artwork to be displayed at 
painted planet
B y  D o n n A  B o W E R s

c y  n i G h t  o u t

Anniversary time means good times
B y  tA m A R A  WA L k E R

Join us to celebrate the second anniversary of the 

popular cooper-young night out on April 1st from 5–9 

pm. the first thursday of the month is when indepen-

dent business owners stay open late and offer live 

music, discounts, and specials in area shops and 

restaurants. there is not a better way to kick off your 

month than with your friends in historic cooper-young.

Eclectic singer/songwriter Davy Ray Bennett will be 

playing at the gazebo at the corner of cooper and young 

Avenue starting at 5 pm. While you enjoy Davy’s tunes, 

stroll the sidewalk and support local artists. Darla 

Linerode-henson, Jennifer hyatt, chuck parr, Rene 

nickel, Buckeye hollow, sandy marion, and Dinah makowsky will be hosting an artist sidewalk 

sale from 5–9 pm on this evening.

the new spring/summer collection of FLAX is available at Loudean’s, as well. sign up for a gift 

certificate drawing and enjoy free refreshments while you explore their shop. toad hall Antiques is 

honoring memphis abstract impressionist Jane Eveland with a reception. Be sure to check out their 

new shipment of spring décor and Easter happies. Artistic Body movement studio is offering a free 

tai chi and nia class at 6 pm, too. 

stash-the midtown yarn shop is having a knit-in and secret sale from 6–9 pm. Enjoy music by 

Bob and susie salley on the patio at celtic crossing along with discounts on beverages and the 

celtic sampler. Also, it’s buy one, get half off of the second ARtjamn purchase at the 2160 young 

studio. Grace Restaurant has discounts on a selection of small plates in their lounge/bar area. 

central BBQ has 

half-off their BBQ 

nachos and beverage 

specials. on tap at 

young Avenue Deli 

and soulFish café, the 

kiddies eat free with 

an adult entrée. Don’t 

forget, it’s open mic 

night at Java cabana 

or you can join café 

ole for some happy 

hour margaritas 

available from 5–9 

pm. East on young 

Avenue, underground 

Art has a buy one 

piercing, get ½ off 

next piercing special 

tonight.

there is also a 

huge clearance sale 

on men and women Davy ray Bennett

painting by Brandon Herbers

painted planet proudly spotlights the 

artwork of its newest artists on Friday, April 

9th, from 8–11 pm. the planet will spotlight 

art from many different mediums: acrylic, oil, 

and watercolor paintings; collages; photog-

raphy; handmade jewelry; sculpture; and 

glass. the planet will serve refreshments and 

offer live music to add to the festivities. 

Admission is free, and everyone is invited. 

come alone or invite your friends, and dress 

comfortably. Be prepared to experience the 

best art, music, and food on the planet…

painted planet, that is. 

Also, every Friday night, from 8–10 pm, 

painted planet will host saturday night Live 

at the planet. there will be performance art, 

musicians, singers, painters, dancers, poets, 

and other types of performances. Refresh-

ments will be available, but ByoB and bring your own lawn chair. 

saturday night Live at the planet will run through the end of August. Rain on saturday evening 

will cancel the event for that saturday. if you are interested in performing at saturday night Live, 

please contact me at 901-725-0054. 

Check out our website, paintedplanetart.com, and look for Painted Planet on Facebook. Painted 

Planet is located at 798 South Cooper in Cooper-Young.

clothing at Lux. Enjoy free beer while you browse the new spring and summer designer fashions. 

midtown AtA marital Arts is offering dinner and a safe place to drop the kids for only $10 for 

babysitting from 5–9 pm. molly crosby will be signing copies of her new book, Asleep: The 

Forgotten Epidemic That Remains One of Medicine’s Greatest Mysteries between 5:30 and 6:30 pm 

at Burke’s Book store.

Also, inbalance Fitness is offering half-price group fitness classes, and next door at the painted 

planet, enjoy 50% off gallery jewelry and free refreshments while you shop. stop by for a wine 

and cheese party at Worlds Apart, located at 2159 central Avenue or enjoy $0.35 oysters at the 

Reef. the patio is open at Do sushi and Beauty shop; enjoy food discounts while you sip that 

martini! Goner Records has discounts throughout the store, too.

there are lots of exciting things happening during this anniversary night! Join in on the fun!
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L i V i n G  o u t  L o u D

Local artistry inspires Memphis youth
B y  c o R E y  s A n D E R s

Reported in a recent 

Commercial Appeal article, 

Forbes magazine essentially 

labeled memphis as a “miser-

able” city in which to work, 

play, or live. it seems that those 

were fighting words to memphis 

advocates, because mayor 

Wharton responded with a 

gentle yet passionate response 

about the city he loves. 

memphis, like any large city, 

has problems. truly, various 

organizations have begun to 

tackle the city’s issues head on and have sufficiently faced the music concerning the work it takes 

to change. speaking of music...and dance, spoken word, and other aspects of artistic expression, 

my wife, Robin, and i, a dynamic couple and directors of out Loud Artistry (oLA), have interpreted 

the issues that plague memphis as a life calling to impact the youth.

oLA’s slogan is “more than just talent.” it is a local link of Lifelink memphis fittingly located in 

midtown. oLA has three segments: cayerio, a hip-rock band with a fresh sound and an edge; 

oLAyouth, a mentoring and performance training program for ages 7–18; and hybrid, a dance, 

drama, and music performing group. these segments of oLA were created to counteract statistics 

that show most behavior that negatively impacts the youth of memphis occurs between 3 pm and 

6 pm. therefore, oLA created a program that focuses on that period of time during the day where 

students need a place to be. oLA is convinced that if youth can be a part of something that edifies 

instead of destroys, teaches instead of dulls, and EDutains instead of entertains, change will 

come. Art, personal development, career, and education are all priorities of oLA, which has 

inspired camp sLAm!

s p o t L i G h t  A u t h o R

watson tells of strange tales at Burke’s
B y  c o R E y  m E s L E R

Fiction writer Brad Watson will be at Burke’s Book store on tuesday, march 30th, from 

5:30–6:30 pm to read from and sign copies of his new book of stories, Aliens in the Prime of 

Their Lives. Reading will begin at 6 pm.

Aliens in the Prime of Their Lives includes dark and brilliant tales capturing the strangeness of 

human (and almost human) life. in this, his first collection of stories since Last Days of the 

Dog-Men, Brad Watson takes us even deeper into the riotous, appalling, and mournful oddity of 

human beings.

Brad Watson teaches creative writing at the university of Wyoming, Laramie. his first 

collection, Last Days of the Dog-Men, won the sue kauffman Award for First Fiction from the 

American Academy of Arts and Letters; his first novel, The Heaven of Mercury, was a finalist for 

the national Book Award.

If there are any questions concerning this event, please contact Corey Mesler at 901-278-7484.

Something wonderful  
is sprouting up in  
Cooper-Young!

We are looking for volunteers 
to cultivate our market and  

help us bloom

Come join us on Saturdays  
this summer Starting  

May 1

Please contact Ellen Faust at  
ellenf@cycfm.org

camp sLAm! Will be an exciting opportunity 

for youth to meet others, express their artistic 

sides, and grow as individuals. At the close of 

last year’s camp, which ended with a live 

performance at Lifelink memphis, where oLA is 

housed (1015 s. cooper), the unity of heart and 

expressions of delight from each child was 

remarkable. the theme was “DiverseCity,” and 

an underlying message of acceptance, apprecia-

tion of differences, and confidence resounded 

via spoken word, hip-hop dance, dramatic skits, 

and more. Robin sanders, the artistic director, 

closed the segment in her typical humorous, yet 

profound way with tears in her eyes. she cried 

tears of joy for the significant growth in 

confidence, skill, and character each child 

exhibited during and at the end of the camp. 

such growth should come to no surprise 

considering the three distinct areas oLA hopes 

to affect in the lives of participants:

1. increased educational growth and perfor-

mance

2. increased self-discipline and positive personal 

behavior

3. increased acceptance of moral responsibility

 these three areas are not only addressed in 

camp sLAm! and through year-round mentor-

ship at Lifelink, but oLA is also partnering with 

schools and community organizations to engage 

youth in the arts, thereby, targeting the root of 

youth problems.
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h E L p  F o R  y o u R  h o m E

Be smart about cooking, cleaning, and using water

your energy use, get energy conservation tips, 

view and pay your bill, or sign up for paperless 

billing.

Bill Bullock has a degree in Mechanical 

Engineering, has been working in the energy 

field for over 25 years, and is a long-time 

resident of midtown Memphis. If you have 

questions regarding this information or energy 

use in general, contact him at bbullock@mlgw.org.

Huey’s ad

B y  B i L L  B u L L o c k

this is the second in a series of articles on energy use and practical information to help a 

resident of memphis make wise decisions regarding ways to lower energy consumption and 

overall utility costs.

Last month’s article discussed how to reduce energy usage and save money when it comes to 

heating your home. this month’s focus is on cooking, cleaning, and water use. 

water Heating

most of us heat our water with a natural gas–fired tank unit. if you are using electricity for this, 

you are spending about twice as much as the rest of us to heat water. some of the energy used to 

heat the water is lost through the tank wall (standby losses), so more efficient units have not only 

more efficient combustion, but thicker insulation. considering an “on-demand” model? While this 

will eliminate standby losses, it is not necessarily a wise decision for most of us due to water flow 

issues and natural gas and water infrastructure costs. see life cycle costing of water heaters at: 

aceee.org/consumerguide/waterheating.htm#fuelsize. tip: Reduce the temperature to around 120 

degrees or lower—the lower the temperature, the lower the standby losses. Additionally, turn it to 

vacation setting when away from the house for several days (mark the previous setting with a 

marker so you can return to your optimal temperature when you get home). if you have to mix in 

much cold water when you are taking a shower, it’s probably too hot. if you have an electric water 

heater, plan to convert it to natural gas. When your water heater fails, you are often more focused 

on quick repair than energy efficiency. Do some homework now so you know what model to get. 

For most of us, choose either a high efficiency gas storage unit or a natural gas condensing unit  

(if you can find one). 

Clothes washing

most of the energy used in washing clothes is not from the washing machine, but it is the 

energy used to heat the water and dry the clothes. But don’t discount the efficiency of a washing 

machine. more efficient models use less water to wash, and they remove more water in the spin 

cycle. tip: use cold water whenever you can. When replacing a washing machine, consider front 

loaders that typically use less water and do a better job of removing water. use a solar clothes 

dryer (aka, clothesline) when feasible.

Cooking

While cooking uses a lot of energy to create heat, burners and ovens are usually on for such a 

short time that they are generally not contributing significantly to most of our utility bills. tip: in 

summer, reduce the load on your air conditioner and use the vent hood to exhaust hot air from 

over your stove. in winter, use the hood less and take advantage of the heat, humidity, and 

aroma. consider using timers to automatically shut off the oven or at least remind you it’s on. this 

can save some energy, salvage a pot roast, and give more life to your smoke detector batteries.

Dishwashing

Like clothes washing, the energy here is not so much the appliance itself but the energy used 

to heat water. When washing or rinsing in the sink, don’t let the water run. put some water in the 

sink and wash, then rinse. if you use a dishwasher, run it only with full loads. use water sparingly 

to rinse dishes before you load the dishwasher. Forego rinsing and see how good a job it does 

without—you may be surprised.

water use

other activities that use water include bathrooms and irrigation. modern toilets use a fraction of 

the water old ones use, and there are models that do well with one flush. if your toilet leaks (you 

can usually hear this), you are sending water and money down the drain. if it takes a long time 

for hot water to get to your shower or sink when you first call for it, you are likely wasting a lot of 

water. summertime irrigation of lawns and trees can account for a lot of our annual water use. 

And when you use water, you are also charged a sewer fee that is proportional to use. tip: collect 

the water running when waiting for the hot water to get there and use it for something else like 

watering plants or pets. if your toilet is leaking, fix it. often the culprit is a leaking flapper that you 

can replace yourself. Fix leaky faucets as well, especially hot water drips. install low-flow shower-

heads, and even consider the navy shower: turn the water on and after you get wet, turn it off 

until ready to rinse. in your yard, as you add plants, choose drought-tolerant varieties. keep track 

of rainfall, and only water when necessary. 

Log on to mlgw.com and click on “in home Evaluation program” to learn of mLGW/tVA 

incentives for making energy improvements and investments. Look at “Energy tax incentives” to 

see how some of these improvements qualify for Federal tax credits. use “my Account” to track 

 

Celebrating 40 years of Blues, Brews, and Burgers! 

Sunday, April 18th 

Huey’s 40th Anniversary Bash 

April in store special: 

Try Huey’s signature beer 

GOLD NUGGET ALE ~ $2.00 pints 

Join us as we celebrate!    

Huey’s Midtown ~1927 Madison Avenue 

Live music~ no cover 

2pm til midnight 

2pm  The Settlers 

3:30pm  Funk DeVille 

5:30pm  DiAnne Price  

& Her Boyfriends 

8:30pm  Soul Shockers 
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P L AY  D AY S

Playhouse on the Square features entertaining holiday line up
C O U R T N E Y  O L I V E R

The holiday season has arrived, which means old favorites, 

new favorites and just plain enjoyable shows are playing at 

Playhouse on the Square. In addition, Playhouse also an-

nounced its previously top-secret summer musical show–it’s 

“The Producers.”

This year’s holiday shows include:

“A Year With Frog and Toad” runs through December 23 at 

the Circuit Playhouse. Based on the beloved series of books by 

Arnold Lobel of an aquatic odd couple: overly confident Frog 

and his best friend. Saturdays and Sundays at 2 p.m.

“Plaid Tidings” runs through December 23 at the Circuit 

Playhouse. This endearing and charming plaid-clad quartet 

from “Forever Plaid” are transported back for a nostalgic holiday 

extravaganza.

“Seussical” runs through January 6 at Playhouse on the 

Square. Capture the imagination and revolutionary whimsy of 

Dr. Seuss in this fantastical musical celebration.

“A Tuna Christmas” runs through January 6 at Playhouse on 

the Square. Tacky tree trimmings, gaudy garlands and redneck 

ribbons festoon the town of Tuna, Texas as this much-loved 

audience favorite returns. 

Big Broadway show comes to Playhouse

“Step 1: We find the worst play ever written. Step 2: We hire 

the worst director in town. Step 3: We raise two million dollars...

Step 4: We hire the worst actors in New York and open on 

Broadway and before you can say Step 5, we close on 

Broadway, take our two million and go to Rio.”  That’s 

right! “The Producers”, the critically acclaimed musical 

comedy adapted by from Mel Brooks’ 1968 film of the same 

name, finally comes marching onto the Playhouse stage.  

It’s New York in 1959 and two theatrical producers scheme 

to get rich by overselling interests in a Broadway flop—a 

musical titled “Springtime For Hitler: A Gay Romp with Adolf 

and Eva at Berchtesgaden.” But complications arise when the 

show unexpectedly turns out to be a roaring success. Drawing 

on ridiculous accents, over-the-top caricatures, and show 

business in-jokes, the musical was a hit in New York, winning a 

record-breaking twelve Tony Awards.  

“The Producers” runs at Playhouse on the Square June 20 to 

July 20, Thursdays through Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 

2 p.m. The Preview performance is Thursday, June 19 at 8 

p.m.  The Pay What You Can performance is Thursday, June 26 

at 8 p.m.  First Sunday Event is Sunday, June 22, following the 

2 p.m. performance.  Audiences will enjoy the chance to meet 

the cast and crew and tour the backstage areas of Playhouse on 

the Square.  Food and beverages will be provided.    

Holiday open house

Playhouse on the Square is having a holiday open house at 

its current five-story office building that will become part of the 

Theatre and Arts Center Complex at 2158 Union—or as folks 

have been referring to it: “the new Playhouse on the Square.”  

On Tuesday December 11 from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., we are 

inviting members, boards, staff, and friends of Heart of the Arts 

and Midtown Development Corporation. Come see what we are 

planning for the bottom three floors and offer your suggestions 

for the top two.  It will be fun, informative, and will include 

holiday refreshments.

For more information, please contact Jackie Nichols at 

725-0776 or email jackie@playhouseonthesquare.org.

Upcoming auditions

On December 3 Playhouse will hold auditions for its 

upcoming shows “Scapin” and “Trailer Park.” Callbacks will be 

on Tuesday December 4 at 6 p.m. Adults auditioning for “Trailer 

Park” will be asked to sing sixteen bars of a musical theatre 

song, preferably of the country/rock genre.  Adults auditioning 

for “Scapin” will be asked to read from the script.  

For “Trailer Park” Playhouse is  hiring one to three adult 

female singer/actors, Ages mid-twenties to mid-forties, and 

adult male singer/actors, ages mid-twenties to mid-forties. For 

“Scapin,” the theatre is hiring one to two adult male actors, mid 

twenties to mid-forties and three adult female actors, ages 

mid-twenties to mid-forties.  

For more information, please contact Courtney Oliver at 

courtney@playhouseonthesquare.org, or call 725-0776

t R I U M p h A N t  R E t U R N

Welcome back, Ives family!
B y  A A R O N  J A M E s

the LampLighter is happy to welcome home 

the Ives family of the 2000 block of Felix, after 

a nearly three-month stay in Boston. the 

temporary relocation was required so little Anna 

could receive specialized medical treatments 

only available at Massachusetts general 

hospital. the treatments were administered on 

a daily basis, five days a week, but the short 

duration and minimal side effects allowed for 

plenty of time to explore the many wonderful 

attractions in and around Boston. Although 

comfortable, home-like accommodations were 

provided within the hospital complex, the 

family is understandably excited to finally be 

home! And we are pleased to report that all is 

well with Anna, which should come as a relief 

to her many adoring fans.

you may recall an online auction and 

hi-tone concert for Anna earlier this year. the 

fundraiser was organized and managed almost 

entirely by Anna’s dad’s business partner and 

co-owner of goner Records, Eric Friedl. the two 

events raised an astounding $30,000, which all 

goes to assist the Ives family with expenses. Although the auction is over, it’s never too late to 

help, which you can do by stopping by goner Records on young, or calling 722-0095.

p I N C h  M E

Memphis journal goes nationwide
B y  C A N d I C E  B A X t E R

The Pinch, the award-winning literary journal of 

the University of Memphis, is celebrating the 

release of the spring 2009 issue, soon to hit 

bookstores across the country. The Pinch Release 

party will be held on Friday, March 27th from 7-10 

pm. Join authors, editors and artists for an 

evening of readings and refreshments at the 

Woodruff-Fontaine house, a beautiful French 

Victorian mansion built in 1870 along “Million-

aires Row,” 608 Adams Avenue in Memphis. 

Contributors Corey Mesler and Natalie parker-

Lawrence will read excerpts from their published 

work. this event is free and open to the public.

The Pinch, formerly River City, is one of the 

oldest literary journals in the country and 

publishes fiction, poetry, creative nonfiction, art 

and photography. The Pinch receives submissions 

from both established and emerging writers from 

all over the world. sponsored by the University of Memphis and the hohenberg Foundation, The 

Pinch is published biannually and sponsors a national contest in fiction and poetry each year. the 

journal is named for the pinch district, a downtown Memphis area rich with culture and history.

For more information on the release party, subscriptions, readings, submissions and contests 

contact Candice Baxter at The Pinch office at (901) 678-4591 or visit www.thepinchjournal.com.

An enthusiastic contingent of family 
and friends was on hand Saturday 
March 18th at the Memphis airport, 
to welcome home little Anna Ives 
(holding pinwheel), with her mom Amy.

R E L E A s E  t h E  t E n s i o n

Combating stress with movement
B y  tA R A  tAy L o R

how do you handle stress? By overeating/drinking, sleeping, exercise? According to many 

studies, the best way to cope with our stressful world is through physical activity. 

For the past 17 years, April has been given the distinctive honor of being “stress Awareness 

month.” For April, doctors and health and fitness professionals are teaming together to increase 

public awareness of how to prevent, handle, and cope with stress. the health Resource network 

(a nonprofit health education organization), sponsors stress Awareness month as well as national 

stress Awareness Day, April 16th—or the day after income taxes are due! in honor of this 

“awareness,” why not give the exercise thing a shot for a month? After these 30 days, see if your 

stress coping doesn’t become a bit easier.  

merriam Webster defines stress as “a physical, chemical, or emotional factor that causes bodily 

or mental tension and may be a factor in disease causation.” in other words, it is a factor that 

may cause disease. our brains come hardwired with an automatic reaction to stressful situations 

(mental or physical). this reaction causes the release of hormones to initiate the “fight-or-flight” 

response. the main issue with mental stress is that our body reacts the same way with these 

fight-or-flight hormones as it would to a physical threat. Without a way to release these hor-

mones, your body is always on red alert. over time, that level of stress leads to serious health 

problems, including heart disease, sleep disorders, obesity, depression, loss of memory, and 

digestive problems to name a few. 

Learning to manage stress is crucial because it helps the brain “reset” after this release of 

hormones. the mayo clinic suggests exercise, relaxation techniques, fostering healthy friendships, 

and getting plenty of sleep as stress management strategies. Exercise (or any type of physical 

activity) ranks the highest when it comes to your body’s ability to cope with stress.  

Why does exercise play such an important role in stress management? physical activity triggers 

the release of the “happy hormones” (aka, endorphins) in our bodies. the release of these 

hormones not only relieves stress, it also helps with our ability to endure pain. Below are a few 

key steps to creating and sticking with an exercise program:

• Consult with your doctor. Especially if you have a history of heart disease or other risk 

factors.

• Walk before you run. Build up your fitness level gradually. Excitement about a new program 

can lead to overdoing it and possibly even injury. plus, if you begin your program slowly, 

chances are better that you’ll stick with it.

• Do what you love. Don’t train for a marathon if you dislike running. All forms of movement 

can increase your fitness level while decreasing your stress. the most important thing is to pick 

an activity that you enjoy.

• Pick a time and stick to it. carving out some time to move every day helps you make your 

exercise program an ongoing priority.

• Set some goals. it’s always a good idea to begin or modify a workout program with a goal in 

mind. if your primary goal is to reduce stress in your life and recharge your batteries, your 

specific goals might include committing to walking during your lunch hour three times a week 

or, if needed, finding a baby sitter to watch your children so that you can slip away to attend a 

class.

• Find a friend. knowing that someone is waiting for you to show up at the gym or the park can 

be a powerful incentive. Working out with a friend, coworker, or family member often brings a 
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M I D T O W N  M A M A

Focus on the good part of holiday 
keeps cheer in season
K R I S T Y  D A L L A S  A L L E Y 

This time of year inevitably makes me feel a little old. As the holiday season rushes in with 

seemingly impossible speed, I can’t help but remember the agony of waiting for Christmas as a 

child. I would listen with bewilderment to the adults as they marveled that it could be Christmas 

again already, or complained about how the stores seemed to usher in the season earlier each 

year. In my mind, it had been about ten years since the last December, and what could be bad 

about spreading the holiday cheer a little early?

Now, as a parent, it’s sometimes difficult to suppress a moan as I face another round of holiday 

shopping hell. I loathe shopping in even the best of circumstances, but buying a bunch of toys 

that I don’t have room for, for the four kids I’ve had to escape from in order to buy them, just 

about tops the list of “Things I Never Want to Do Again.” If I had any sense, I’d shop on-line, but 

that involves planning and some idea of what I want to get, neither of which I’m good at. I’m a 

last-minute shopper and I usually decide what to buy when I see it. I try to get the kids to tell me 

one main thing they want, but everything else involves me seeing something and thinking “Oh, 

Somerset would love that.”

And then, look at what I just said. My kids are not even really asking for anything. I have to 

draw it out of them, and show them “wish books” to find out what they might want. I’m the one 

who thinks they need a lot of presents. I still remember waking up on Christmas morning to see a 

big pile of gifts under the tree. It was exciting and surprising and, well, like Christmas. My 

memories of the wonder and joy of the holidays are all tied up with the idea of getting shiny new 

stuff. And even though now, as an adult, I don’t care about receiving gifts at all, and I still really 

do enjoy the togetherness with friends and family that the holidays inevitably bring, it’s 

hard for me to balance my mature understanding with my desire to give my kids the 

kind of Christmas I had as a child.

And of course, the die is already cast. My oldest child, Calvin, will turn ten years old 

just a few days after Christmas. He is a last holdout in believing in Santa, and I know 

that can’t last for another year. I get all teary-eyed just realizing that my baby will soon 

pass that milestone on the way from innocence to experience. How can Santa let him 

down on his last Christmas of belief? But then I think, how can I make sure that the 

holidays continue to be special for him even after the illusion has been realized?  I 

know that Calvin already enjoys all the extra time to be with each other and see 

our extended family during the holidays. He loves to help me bake cookies 

and wrap presents for everyone else. And of course, he’ll still get presents 

even once he knows they really came from his parents.

I guess the best thing I can do is try to set a good example. Instead of 

grumbling about the shopping and the hassle and the mess, I need to let 

him see me doing the parts that I enjoy. I really do love putting up 

the tree and decorations, and making special foods, and wrapping 

presents to stack under the tree. I love the days spent cozied up 

with the kids during our shared Christmas break from school. This 

year we’ll be spending the week after Christmas in Florida with 

my husband’s parents and siblings, and we’re all excited about 

the prospect of seeing Aunt Katherine’s new baby and catching 

up with loved ones we haven’t seen all year. It’s so nice just to 

get away from the daily routine and take a breath, all of us, 

together.

I know that the holidays are different for everyone, 

and that we each have our challenges to face and small 

pleasures to savor. Whatever holidays you celebrate, 

and however you and the ones you love spend your 

days as the year comes to a close, I hope that you’ll 

find a way to focus on the good parts as I will be 

trying to do. Sure, the holidays will be around again in 

the blink of an eye, and sure, they seem to start a little 

earlier each year. But this year, these holidays, will 

never come again. Next year we’ll all be a little older, 

the babies less babyish, the children less child-like. 

Don’t be bullied or harassed into wishing away this 

time. It goes so fast. Happy holidays to you and yours!

s U N s h I N E ,  s A N d W I C h E s  A N d  s O N g s

Park Friends Day at 
Overton Park  
on April 18th

B y  s U s A N  R O A K E s

park Friends, Inc. (pFI) is hosting a park Friends picnic and Concert in Overton park at the Levitt 

shell on April 18th from 1-3 pm. Everyone is encouraged to bring a picnic lunch and spread out on 

the lawn at the Levitt shell and enjoy a relaxing time at Overton park while listening and dancing 

to the sounds of the Earnestine and hazel’s Band.

Earlier in the morning of April 18th, park Friends is offering an architectural, cultural and 

historic tour of the tenants of the park. the tour begins at 9:30 am at the parkview and 

continues on to the Crump statue, Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, Memphis College of Art, 

the Zoo, Veteran’s plaza, the Old Forest, Abe goodman golf house and ending at the Levitt 

shell for the picnic and concert. the tour is limited to 30 people and pFI members get first 

spots on the tour.

“We want people to come out and enjoy Overton park with pFI and see all it has to offer,” says 

Willy Bearden, board member of pFI and tour guide for the Overton park tour. “We are usually 

asking for help with something. this time we want everyone to see what the park has to offer.”

pFI is the Citizen’s Advocacy group for Memphis parks and is the only non-profit group in 

Memphis dedicated to providing a community voice for public parks in Memphis. pFI advocates 

for all parks in Memphis. however, our work focuses primarily on Overton park. For years, pFI has 

worked in Overton park to eradicate invasive plant species in the Old growth Forest, enhance an 

education and exercise trail system, develop a compatible trail map and coordinate several 

clean-ups throughout the year.

For more information, contact pam Branham at 901-413-2105 or pam@younger-associates.com.

B O O K  t h I s

Debra Parmley 
reading and 
signing at Burke’s 
B y  C O R E y  M E s s L E R

Bartlett writer debra parmley will be at 

Burke’s Book store on thursday, April 2nd, 5:30 

– 7 pm to read from and sign copies of her first 

novel, A Desperate Journey (samhain publishing,, 

$15 paperback). the reading will begin at 6 pm 

with the signing coinciding with Cooper-youngs 

First thursday Night Out. 

In the novel, Rob truman, after spending 

seven years in prison for a crime he didn’t 

commit, is out to balance the scales of justice on 

the man who sent him there. his plans didn’t 

include falling for the one woman who will lead 

him to his quarry. Love is the last thing they 

need, but it may be the only thing that saves them.

Originally from springfield, Ohio, debra has lived in five states and traveled extensively. 

Currently she resides just outside Memphis, tennessee. Whether penning tales of the Wild West, 

packing her bags for another trip, or dancing as a gypsy fortune teller with her belly dance 

troupe, debra is always traveling somewhere.

gerri Russell, author of Warrior’s Bride, says the book is “a stunning debut! A Desperate Journey 

is an enchanting tale of love, forgiveness, redemption, and passion. don’t miss this one.”

Come support Debra April 2nd at Burke’s Book Store. If there are any questions concerning this 

event, please contact Corey Mesler at 901-278-7484. 

new level of motivation to your workouts.

• Change up your routine. if you’ve always been a competitive runner, take a look at other 

less-competitive options that may help with stress reduction, such as pilates classes or yoga. As 

an added bonus, these kinder, gentler workouts may enhance your running while also 

decreasing your stress.

Don’t just take my word for it, Jill kauker, a loyal inbalance Fitness class participant uses group 

exercise to mange stress: “i couldn’t do my job if it weren’t for step class. i need three days a week 

of cardio or i just wouldn’t feel right…going to the classes at night during the work week forces 

me to leave work at a decent hour which i might not do otherwise. inbalance Group Fitness is a 

life saver.”  

Basically, exercise = less stress. make sure that whatever activity you choose is something that 

you enjoy. Any sort of physical activity, from attending your favorite class at inbalance Fitness to a 

stroll around the block, can help you unwind and combat the stress from your day.

For more information about stress Awareness month and stress management techniques, visit 

the health Resource network’s website at TheStressCure.com or the mayo clinic website at 

MayoClinic.com. to find out more ways to incorporate exercise into your daily life, visit inbalance 

Fitness on the web at inbalancefitness.com.

Tara Taylor is an Inbalance Fitness group fitness director and certified personal trainer.
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scent of barbecue, the grand images of southern mansions, 

and the whirling current of the mississippi would shuffle at 

random, all backed by a soundtrack of blues. But the image of the 

trestle and the quaint, but vibrant, neighborhood that sat behind 

it proved to be the most poignant of my memories. i had never 

seen such a public display of art before. perhaps larger cities that i 

had not yet visited would have something like this—new york, 

chicago, san Francisco, these are the cities i imagined to be able 

to have and to afford such things. Little did i know then that i 

would call cooper-young my home just two years later.

since moving here, i have learned a lot about our neighbor-

hood and its trestle. one would not know it by looking at it now, 

but cooper-young was a struggling neighborhood in the 60’s and 

70’s, when families found little reason to stay here, fleeing to 

newer neighborhoods to the east. Even when people started 

moving back in the 80’s and 90’s, the place was still often 

regarded as an unsafe eyesore. Looking to revamp the neighbor-

hood’s image, the cooper-young community Association (cycA) 

applied for a grant to revive the abandoned and graffiti-covered 

train trestle on cooper, which serves as a gateway to the area. 

With help from the urban Art commission, a memphis metal-

smith, Jill turman, was selected to create her idea of twelve metal replicas of buildings in the 

neighborhood. the art installation was dedicated in 2000, and the trestle immediately became an 

icon of the spirited people, celebrated architecture, and lively businesses of the cooper-young 

community.

Although the Trestle is owned by the CYCA, this art is public. The Trestle is for you and for 

me and for everyone else to enjoy. It is not just a part of Cooper-Young; it is a part of 

Memphis. Figuratively speaking, we all own it, but who pays for it?

Any piece of art left out to deal with the elements will need repairs from time to time, and 

unfortunately vandalism is still a recurring problem in 2010. the cost of the insurance for the 

trestle alone is huge. And besides the trestle, the cycA provides for many other things in our 

community we often take for granted. those pretty yvonne Bobo ginkgo leaf bike racks were not 

free. the equipment used for neighborhood clean-ups comes with a monetary cost. the $50 that 

each of our block captains receive to give the annual national night out parties does not fall from 

the sky. the gallons upon gallons of paint needed to cover the ceaseless graffiti in cooper-young 

come with a charge. And the pending crosswalk art will not create itself. simply put, keeping our 

neighborhood this awesome is costly, so the annual Art for Art’s sake Auction was started by the 

cycA in 2003 to help out with the heavy burden of paying for such maintenance and care.

this year’s auction will be held on saturday, April 10th at 6 pm. young Avenue Deli will be 

magically transformed yet again into a bustling, enterprising auction house. $20 at the door, or 

$15 for cycA members, will get you inside. For that generous donation, you will receive a fun and 

spirited evening with some of the coolest people in town, including all of the free beer and wine 

you can drink. you will find a fast-paced live auction hosted by local comedian and actor Dennis 

phillippi, and he might even encourage you to get a little tipsy with the hopes of you being more 

gracious with the contents of your wallet. And even if you are not drinking, you will be more 

giving with your money because you will be encouraged to bid for the beautiful artwork donated 

by some of the best local artists memphis has to offer. if the larger art pieces are too expensive for 

your budget, then check out the silent auction tables, where many have scored great pieces of 

jewelry, pottery, gift baskets, and who knows what else for as little as $5.

For the cost of one night on the town, you can have your night out and do it guilt-free by 

knowing your money is well spent on something worthy. All you have to do is head south on 

cooper street from central Avenue to realize this charitable auction truly is for a good cause. 

please help us keep cooper-young beautiful and inviting by attending this year’s Art for Art’s sake 

Auction. Bring your friends, invite your coworkers, or buy someone special a ticket to the event as 

a gift. Even if you do not live in the neighborhood, remember that it is your trestle, too.

Continued from page 1.

CY Trestle is more

Artist: Mollie Jaye Riggs

Email: molliejayebirdriggs@gmail.com

title: Life is good in cooper-young

Value: $900

Description: Acrylic and casien on wood

I enjoy riding my bicycle around the neighborhood. I 
can carry a party in my basket.
Why I love CY: If I didn’t live in Cooper-Young,  
I probably wouldn’t live in Memphis.

Artist: Brandon Herbers

Email: Brandon.herbers@yahoo.com

Google: charles Blackburn Flickr 

photostream

title: the Grapevine

Value: $400

A new medium created and added to 
the art world by Brandon Herbers and 
done by accentuating wood grain 

with blow torch and dremel.

Live Auction items shine 
with local talent
B y  E m i Ly  B i s h o p

cooper-young is what it is today because of the artists. if not for 

their strong wills and talents, we would not have such distinct 

representations of the neighborhood, such as the trestle art and the 

ginkgo leaf bike racks that are seen around the heart of cy. in fact, the 

cornerstone of our neighborhood can be found with the dozens of 

artists that call cy home. in the beginning, they looked past the 

run-down facades and saw the strong bones of the houses. today, 

they show their support by donating to the Art for Art’s sake Auction. 

the cooper-young community Association is deeply grateful to 

everyone who has contributed time, money, and artistic talents to 

make this event a success each and every year.

show support for this gorgeous neighborhood by coming to the Art 

for Art’s sake Auction on April 10th at the young Avenue Deli. tickets 

can be purchased online or at the door ($20, or $15 for cycA 

members), and good times and great food can be found inside! 

here, you can see a sampling of the local artists and their work that 

will be available during the live auction. many more items are 

included in the silent auction. Visit cooperyoung.org for more 

information.

A r T  f O r  A r T ’ S  S A k E  A u C T i O n

Also in the Live Auction
Toad Hall Gift Basket

Value: $400

includes: 

Antique Dough Bowl,

Glass Vase,

set of 4 homer Laughlin Bowls,

Assortment of English teas,

Gullah Gourmet crab cakes,

Vintage Linen Runner,

handmade one-of-a-kind cross,

and much, much, more.
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Artist: Lisa Lumb

Email: lumbl@bellsouth.net

title: Wax, Flax, and Java to the max

medium: stained glass on found object

Value: $1250
I chose to depict three colorful and unique local businesses in CY: 
Goner Records, Java Cabana, and Loudean’s on Young Avenue. Some 
of these buildings have been around for almost a century now, though 
the businesses have changed over the years. I love to think that a 
century’s worth of shoppers have strolled down the avenue to 
windowshop and that CY is still going strong. When some of our 
restaurants closed recently, people were predicting the worst...but once 
again, CY has bounced back with a vengeance, with even more 

businesses coming in to take up the slack.

A r T  f O r  A r T ’ S  S A k E  A u C T i O n

Artist: Paul Clarke

Website: servogroup.com

title: cooper-young January 1st 2001

Description: photograph taken early morning. number 8 of 15 prints.

Value: $250
I have images in my head—the camera is my medicine—without it my head 
would explode.

Artist: John Carter

phone: 901-486-3540

Email: jcarterstudio@yahoo.com

title: turtle Lake at the Botanic Gardens

Description: oil on canvas

Value: $250
This painting is based on a photograph given 
to me by a dear fellow painter, David 
Wertzberger, who passed away a few years 
ago from cancer.
Why I love CY: All throughout my college 
years and until 1980 I lived and worked in 
Midtown. I still work here and will always love 
the area. 

Artist: Lizi Beard Ward

Website: lizi.bward@gmail.com

title: Gazebo at cooper & young

  and Fall trees in cy

Value: $250

medium: Digitally enhanced 

photos

More Live Auction Art
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Artist: Karen Bottle Capps

Website: karenbottlecapps.com

title: Elvis’ Birthplace

Value: $575
In this portrait of Elvis’ birthplace in Tupelo, 
Mississippi, you can feel and touch where the 
King of Rock and Roll began his musical 
journey. Made from glass, vintage bottle caps, 
and costume jewelry and made complete with 
an historical marker. This is a must-have 
piece. Look! A tiny porch swing. The same 
one, except different, that little Elvis sat on.  
A cloudy day with the center of the sun is a 
pyramid, doves fly away peacefully as Elvis 
did at Graceland. I found those barrettes at 
Peabody School Playground across the street. 
The foundation stones on the house are made from pottery pieces I found on the banks of the 
Mississippi River. The river washes away Memphis’ early trash dumps with its rise and fall. This one is 

early 1920’s.

balletmemphis.org 901.737.7322 

Sleeping Beauty
Playhouse on the Square

Apr 24–May 2
Tickets start at just $10

A fresh, vivid retelling of the 
timeless classic, awakening your 

belief in the ability of love and 
determination to overcome any 

obstacle. Tickets start at just $10.

BLM_SPB_LMP_AD.indd   1 3/17/10   10:44 AM

Artist: Robby Johnston aka Slim

Website: robbyjohnston.com 

title: Winter night

medium: Acrylic with mixed media 

and found art on panel

Value: $200
I like Cooper-Young's diversity of people 
and could live at Tsunami!

A r T  f O r  A r T ’ S  S A k E  A u C T i O n

Artist: CY Community

title: peace in cooper-young

Value: $250
The entire community was invited 
by ARTjamN to paint and express 
their creativity. The result was a 
group collage of fun and color.

ARtjamn…it’s paintertainment.

canvas, paint, easels, and fun.

Website: ARtjamn.com

Artist: Carol Robison

phone: 901-502-1649

title: hawk over young Ave. Deli

medium: paint on wood

Value: $600
Carol Robison walks by the Deli every day with her 
dogs. She notices stuff. Recently, she’s been seeing 
birds. Redtail Hawks flying back and forth among the 
trees that surround the Deli. No bird collisions here. 
These Hawks are watching “over” the Deli. Its not the 
beer your feeling, it’s the hawks intensifying your life 
force. These hawks spread joy and add fulfillment to 
your bohemian lifestyle. 
We can look forward to more bird paintings from 
Carol as she watches a flock of Yellow Crowned Night 
Heron’s nesting in her trees. They come every spring, 
build a nest, more birds come, they do mating dances, whooping calls, and make new family 

members, then fly south again. Ahh. The South, we love it here.

Artist: Cat Snyder

Website: 

title: Remain seated at all times

Value: $200
I know a certain person who is a big fan of Cat’s 
work. Will she be at the auction? Yes. So you better 
be ready to bid up and often. The Libertyland 
debacle has caused many a fist fight, and friends 
have stopped talking to friends. The Zippin Pippin is 
going to be missed, but the good people in Green 
Bay will keep it rolling for future fun. 
Cat Snyder has made some very awesome photos to 
remember her by. For all those who rode this ride, 
you know you want it. Beautiful colors and shaded 
tones. The Zippin Pippin comes alive in her photo. 
Cat was born and raised in Memphis, TN.

Artist: Jeanne Seagle

Email: jeanneseagle@bellsouth.net

title: moonrise at ute mountain

medium: Acrylic on canvas

Value: $1000
Ute Mountain is a sacred site for the Indians of 
Northern New Mexico. It rises up independently 
from a vast plain in an area of ancient volcanos 
and lava flows. I have seen it covered with 
violent storm clouds when the rest of the sky 
was sunny and blue. In this instance, vertical 
clouds rose up as if they were dancing. I was 
driving in this desolate landscape late at night, 
desperately hoping to find a motel room, when 
I saw this beautiful sight. It seemed to be a sign 
that all would be well.
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A  m i D t o W n  t R A D i t i o n

Huey’s celebrates its 40th anniversary
B y  s A m A n t h A  D E A n ,  W i t h  A n  i n t R o D u c t i o n  B y  m i c h E L L E  c A m p B E L L

It’s not hard to believe that Huey’s Midtown has been around for 40 years. I remember my parents 

taking me there as a kid, shooting toothpicks at the ceiling as a college student, and sharing a beer 

with friends after work as an adult. I also had the privilege of working with Thomas Boggs, who 

taught me the importance of running a cost-effective business. Thomas was always willing to give 

his support to anyone that asked for his advice on launching a new business venture, especially in 

midtown. He helped me when I opened Fork It Over Catering, as well as Ben Smith, when he opened 

Tsunami. Thomas generously helped me equip my kitchen, gave me the knowledge on how to run a 

business from behind the scenes, and most importantly, showed me the importance of giving back to 

the community that supports you!

Alan Gary opened huey’s in march of 1970. the name huey’s comes from his childhood 

nickname, huey. he came up with the idea of creating a bar that was fun and unique, a place 

where he and all his friends could have a good time. of course, no good time is had without a 

good burger, and he didn’t have to go far to find the best meat in town. it was just a block down 

the road, at John Gray Big star where he had them grind his secret mix daily. that tradition goes 

on, with a special blend of beef ground daily at charlie’s meat market to make our World Famous 

huey Burgers just as special today.

thomas Boggs became involved in huey’s in 1975 at the midtown location. he always had a 

knack for the hospitality industry. he started working at the age of 14 for Davis Rexall, who Boggs 

credits for teaching him the basics of service.

Later, married with children, Boggs went back to school to finish his degree in history. he 

waited tables at t.G.i. Friday’s while in school and went on to work in the corporate offices of 

Friday’s in Dallas, traveling to open their new outlets. After leaving Friday’s, he moved back to 

memphis and started working at huey’s as a bartender, then moved into management. two years 

later, he became a partner with Jay sheffield. huey’s was a bar then, but because of Boggs’ 

corporate experience with Friday’s, he saw the trend coming and began building the menu, 

transitioning huey’s from a bar to a casual dining restaurant.

huey’s now has seven locations. We opened huey’s cordova in may of 1994, huey’s Down-

town opened in october 1996. our collierville 

location opened in January of 1999, south-

aven in February of 2000, huey’s southwind 

opened in February 2003, and huey’s poplar 

opened in December 2003. huey’s was also 

one of the first restaurants awarded the 

memphis Business Journal small Business of 

the year Award. huey’s also received many 

awards from various community organizations, 

including the memphis city council, the 

tennessee Restaurant Association, and the 

memphis Restaurant Association. huey’s has 

also won the Restaurant neighbors Award and, 

in addition, has been featured on the travel 

channel and the Best on Food network.

huey’s has also been awarded Best Burger 

in Memphis Magazine’s reader poll for over 27 

years and Memphis Flyer’s Best of memphis 

every year since 1990.

huey’s has blues, brews, and the best burger in town. 

For over 40 years, huey’s has had the longest contin-

uous jazz ensemble in memphis. some of the finest 

musicians have played at huey’s before they found 

fame: Robert cray, Anson Funderburgh and the Rockets, 

koko taylor, katie Webster, omar and the howlers, and 

many more. huey’s was also voted one of the top three 

music places to visit.

perhaps the most exciting facet of huey’s is the 

stucco wall and the frill pick contest. the wall is 

plastered with graffiti ranging from small messages in ink to large messages in lipstick. the frill 

picks are found with your entrée and when put into a drinking straw; they are blown up into the 

ceiling where they stick until the contest. management decided to hold a contest after customers 

wanted to know how many were in the ceiling. the money collected is donated to the memphis 

Zoological society; to date over $37,000 has been donated. Giving back to the community is very 

important to huey’s and its employees. our employees donate hundreds of hours to various 

nonprofit organizations. Employees actively raise money for the memphis Food Bank during the 

Feed the need week, averaging $5,000 per year for their cause. Every year, we also donate over 

50 gallons of soup to the youth Village soup sunday. huey’s donates gift cards for silent actions 

and fundraisers, food for many worthy causes, including the university of memphis, church health 

center, christian Brothers high school, memphis in may, st. Jude, and countless others. in 2005, 

huey’s established the huey’s scholarship at the university of memphis.

mr. Boggs died in may of 2008, but his children carry on the huey’s legacy and continue to 

honor the philosophy that Boggs built his business on. Lauren Boggs mchugh is president of the 

company, Ashley Boggs Williams is Vice-president, and samantha Boggs Dean is marketing 

coordinator. Alex and Fulton Boggs work during the summers while continuing their educations, 

and Wight Fulton Boggs designs and oversees all menu changes.

on sunday, April 18th, huey’s will be celebrating their 40th Anniversary with a big street party. 

the corners of madison and tucker in front of huey’s midtown will be blocked off. there will be 

live music (no cover) and great festivities. this is a family event, so please come join in the fun as 

the huey’s crew says thank you, memphis, for 40 great years of food, frills, and fun.

For more information, please contact Branden Canepa at 901-726-9693 ext. 26.

Join online now at  
www.cooperyoung.org
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  c A s E  #     A R R E s t    o F F E n s E s                     D At E   10 0  B L o c k

1003010630mE  theft of Vehicle parts/Access. 03/20/10 1000 nEW yoRk

1003010387mE  simple Assault/DV 03/19/10 1900 younG

1003009943mE  Burglary/Residential 03/19/10 1000 FLEEcE

1003009927mE  other theft/non-specific 03/19/10 1000 FLEEcE

1003006953mE  other theft/non-specific 03/13/10 1000 mEDA

1003005614mE  theft from Building 03/11/10 1000 s coopER

1003005556mE  yes Drugs/narc.Violation/Felony 03/11/10 1000 s REmBERt

1003005137mE  Burglary/Residential 03/10/10 1000 FLEEcE

1003004796mE  other theft/non-specific 03/09/10 2100 cEntRAL AVE

1003004761mE  yes Drugs/narc.iolation/misd. 03/09/10 coopER AnD cEntRAL

1003004543mE  simple Assault/DV 03/09/10 1100 s coopER

1003004386mE  Vandalism/Felony 03/09/10 2200 cEntRAL

1003004084mE  yes Drugs/narc.Violation/misd. 03/08/10 1000 BRucE

1003003959mE  Drugs/narc.Violation/Felony 03/08/10 WALkER AnD phiLADELphiA

1003003817mE  Robbery/individual 03/08/10 younG AnD coopER

1003003645mE  theft from motor Vehicle 03/07/10 900 s coopER

1003001643mE  yes shoplifting/misdemeanor 03/03/10 800 coopER

1003001299mE  Burglary/Residential 03/03/10 2100 EVELyn

1002003773mE  yes Drugs/narc.Violation/misd. 03/02/10 2000 FELiX

1002010967mE  Vandalism/misdemeanor 02/24/10 2000 WALkER

1002010872mE  other theft/non-specific 02/23/10 2300 nELson

1002008897mE  simple Assault/DV 02/19/10 1100 s REmBERt

1002008688mE  theft from motor Vehicle 02/19/10 1000 phiLADELphiA
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To Our Readers

the LampLighter is working with the CyCA to bring you meaningful crime information. In 

addition to the crime map, which details crimes within a one-mile radius of the Cooper-young 

intersection, we also included a list of crimes that happened within our neighborhood. this list 

includes the case number, which you can use to contact the police. the crimes were reported from 

February 24, 2009 to March 20, 2009.

Crime Map

do you want to know what crime is taking place in our neighborhood? the Memphis police 

department offers a tool on its website (www.memphispolice.org) that allows you to locate crime 

information. Crimemapper allows you to input an address and search in quarter-mile increments 

for a specific type of crime. It then returns with the results of your search for the previous 30 days.

The crime map for this issue was compiled by Jane Hurt.

L O O K I N g  B A C K

Crime down in first 100 days
B y  d E V I N  g R E A N E y

though it is hardly a consolation to those who were victimized, most crime statistics have fallen 

(in some cases dramatically) in Cooper-young from this time last year.

thefts from vehicles have taken the most dramatic turn; there are one-third of the reports this 

year compared to the same time last year. police have had an intense media campaign recently 

advising Memphians to “stow it; don’t show it”; that is, to hide valuables in your car or truck if you 

must carry them at all. 

Burglaries have also taken a nosedive. they are only 55 percent of the total from this time last 

year. A recent visit by the police explaining Operation Identification should make the area even 

less desirable.

Assaults, some of them domestic-related, have increased. We have had no reports of rapes 

in the area this year compared to one last year. the first 100 days of 2009 have begun on a 

positive note.

Crime statistics from  

January 1st, 2008 to March 15th, 2008

AssAULt, sIMpLE  4 

BURgLARy 20

dRUg OFFENsE 2

MOtOR VEhICLE thEFt  2

ROBBERy, INdIVIdUAL 4

shOpLIFtINg 9

thEFt FROM BLdg 4

thEFt FROM VEh 30

thEFt, OthER 9

pURsE sNAtCh 1

RApE 1

Crime statistics from  

January 1st, 2009 to March 15th, 2009

AssAULt, sIMpLE 6

BURgLARy 11

dRUg OFFENsE 5

MOtOR VEhICLE thEFt 3

ROBBERy, INdIVIdUAL 3

shOpLIFtINg 6

thEFt FROM BLdg 1

thEFt FROM VEh 10

thEFt, OthER 12

VANdALIsM 5

AssAULt, AggRAVAtEd 1

Thanks to the Memphis Police Cyber Watch for the above statistics.

CAsE NUMBER OFFENsEs dAtE 100 BLOCK

0903010738ME Robbery/Individual 03/19/09 2000 OLIVER

0903010640ME Robbery/Individual 03/19/09 1000 NEW yORK

0903010169ME Robbery/Individual 03/19/09 tANgLEWOOd & EVELyN

0903010134ME simple Assault/dV 03/19/09 1100 REMBERt

0903009858ME Vandalism/Misdemeanor 03/18/09 1100 tANgLEWOOd st

0903009603ME Robbery/Individual 03/18/09 900 sO COOpER

0903009354ME Aggravated Assault 03/17/09 1100 s REMBERt

0903009119ME theft from Motor Vehicle 03/17/09 2000 WAVERLy AVE

0903008926ME theft from Motor Vehicle 03/16/09 COOpER ANd yOUNg

0903008562ME Burglary/Business 03/16/09 1000 s COOpER

0903008516ME Burglary/Business 03/16/09 2000 yORK

0903007823ME Other theft/Non-specific 03/14/09 1100 MARBORO

0903007801ME Vandalism/Felony 03/14/09 1100 E pARKWAy s

0903007703ME MVt/passenger Vehicle 03/14/09 2000 sERN

0903007533ME drugs/Narcotics Violation/Misd. 03/14/09 2300 spARKWAy

0903006656ME theft from Motor Vehicle 03/12/09 1900 EVERLyN

0903006351ME theft from Motor Vehicle 03/12/09 2000 FELIX

0903006287ME simple Assault/dV 03/11/09 2200 s pARKWAy E

0903004386ME MVt/passenger Vehicle 03/08/09 1200 s parkway E

0903003352ME Vandalism/Misdemeanor 03/06/09 COppER ANd yOUNg

0903002977ME theft from Motor Vehicle 03/06/09 COOpER ANd NELsON

0903002922ME theft from Motor Vehicle 03/06/09 1000 tANgLEWOOd

0903002723ME theft from Motor Vehicle 03/06/09 2000 sERN AVE

0903002646ME theft from Motor Vehicle 03/05/09 900 s COOpER

0903001655ME theft of Vehicle parts/Access 03/04/09 1900 FELIX

0903001554ME theft from Motor Vehicle 03/04/09 2100 MCLEMORE

0903001541ME theft from Motor Vehicle 03/04/09 2300 s pARKWAy E

0903001529ME Vandalism/Misdemeanor 03/04/09 2100 EVELyN AVE

0903001522ME Burglary/dV 03/04/09 800 s COOpER

0903000695ME simple Assault/dV 03/02/09 800 s COX

0903000006ME Vandalism/Felony 03/01/09 2000 WAVERLy

0902016056ME theft from Motor Vehicle 02/26/09 1000 BLythE

0902015735ME theft of Vehicle parts/Access 02/25/09 900 s COOpER AVE

0902014550ME Aggravated Assault 02/23/09 2000 CARNEs

0902014519ME Aggravated Assault 02/23/09 2000 CARNEs

0902014542ME Vandalism/Misdemeanor 02/23/09 1100 s COOpER

0902013955ME Aggravated Assault/dV 02/22/09 2000 CARNEs

0902013863ME MVt/passenger Vehicle 02/22/09 2300 s pARKWAy E

0902013214ME simple Assault/dV 02/21/09 900 phILAdELphIA

0902013042ME theft of Vehicle parts/Access 02/20/09 900 N pARKWAy

0902013006ME Vandalism/Misdemeanor 02/20/09 2200 s pARKWAy E

0902011930ME Other theft/Non-specific 02/18/09 1200 s parkway E

0902011559ME theft of Vehicle parts/Access 02/18/09 1900 MANILA

Crime Map

Do you want to know what crime is taking place in our  

neighborhood? the memphis police Department offers a 

tool on its website (www.memphispolice.org) that allows 

you to locate crime information. crimemapper allows you 

to input an address and search in quarter-mile increments 

for a specific type of crime. it then returns with the results 

of your search for the previous 30 days.

The crime map for this issue was compiled by June Hurt.

To Our readers

the LampLighter is working with the cycA to bring you meaningful crime information. in 

addition to the crime map, which details crimes within a one-mile radius of the cooper-young 

intersection, we also included a list of crimes that happened within our neighborhood. this list 

includes the case number, which you can use to contact the police. the crimes were reported  

from February 19th, 2010 to march 20th, 2010.

retirement party for Col. garrett
Join midtown security community for a celebration of col. Billy Garrett’s service 

to midtown on the occasion of his retirement from the memphis police Department.

when: Tuesday, April 6th

5:30 pm: refreshments 

6–7 pm: Celebration of Col. garrett’s Service to Midtown

where: Hopeworks (basement of Midtown Church of Christ,  

just west of Channel 5 on union)
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In the neighborhood. For the neighborhood. 

Neighborhood Church meets every Sunday evening at 5:30 in the Chapel at 2181 Union Ave.  Childcare provided for infants through five year olds.

ncmidtown.com

R E s tA u R A n t  R A V E

Celtic Crossing knows authentic
B y  A A R o n  J A m E s

two things that ireland and the 

south have in common are a warm, 

genuine hospitality and cooking so 

delectable that it’s actually called 

“soul.” And no place in cooper-young 

exemplifies both of these traits quite 

like celtic crossing on the northwest 

corner of cooper and oliver. 

And it may seem odd, but even 

though i penned the above senti-

ment weeks before my interview 

with celtic’s very busy owner, DJ 

naylor, once we finally found a 

second to talk, this is exactly the feel 

i got from him. originally from 

ireland (really?), DJ moved to memphis in 2001 to join other home-country friends who had found 

the southern vibe welcoming. Eventually, he and this rowdy band of soccer-loving miscreants 

decided midtown needed a fine irish pub, and man, did they ever give us one!

opened in 2005, the interior of celtic retains much of the charm of the original craftsman-style 

residence. When i was growing up on Felix, this was the site of hardwood Arms, a local gun 

dealer. instead of a patio, try to imagine the front yard sporting a pole-mounted anti-aircraft gun! 

no walk to or from Fairview was complete without a bit of WW-ii reenactment! now, no monday 

is complete without catching up with friends on the patio at pint night!

Lucky for us, DJ, who by his own count has traveled to some 70–80 different countries so far, 

always makes a point of seeking out the local irish pub. he has found that good food, warm 

hospitality, and a little splash for the gullet, are always a certainty. When asked for a quote 

regarding his philosophy for celtic, he summed it up nicely by saying, “if i walked in these doors, 

what would i want?” Being something of an 

aficionado myself, i can tell you he has hit the 

authentic irish pub nail on the head.

in fact, the only thing bad i can say about 

celtic is that it’s a shame i don’t live upstairs.  

But maybe that’s a good thing, since a quarter 

century of similar indulgences have already 

pushed me closer to the edge than is healthy.  

A life with such a ready access to Guinness and 

great food (did i mention the adorable wait 

staff?) would surely send me right on over—but 

man, what a lovely way to go!

For more information, visit celticcrossing-

memphis.com. And feel free to let everyone 

know your opinion about Celtic Crossing at 

lamplighter.cooperyoung.org.

F u n  WAy  t o  L E A R n

natural School to host Spring festival 
with focus on kids
B y  D A L i L A  E A R Ly

have you noticed yet? the days are getting longer, warmer, and more colorful with all the 

beautiful flowers, and our neighbors are out and about running, walking, strolling. it’s happening! 

spring is coming back to cooper-young. it’s time to celebrate!

the children, families, and staff of the natural Learning school are offering something very 

special to our community this spring: a brand new festival.

our first spring Festival will take place at the peabody park on saturday, may 1st, from 10 am 

until 3 pm.

As a Reggio Emilia–inspired school, we offer our children opportunities to engage in hands-on, 

meaningful, long-term projects. in February, our teachers and children (ages 2 to 9 years 

old) started a dialogue about: celebration, festivals... Questions like “What is a festival?” “What 

makes a festival really fun?” and “how would you like to contribute to our festival?” were asked 

and answered by the children together with the teachers, and our festival was born.

After many brainstorming sessions, the children came up with some fantastic ideas for games, 

food, and items to sell. they are now very busy turning their dreams into reality, experiencing the 

successes and failures that are part of any inventor’s life. Any time they encounter an obstacle, our 

teachers are there, not to solve the problem for them, but to guide their search for a solution. the 

result of this collaboration between children and teachers is a very rich learning experience for 

everyone involved. so, every item you find for sale in the children’s corner of our festival has been 

dreamed, designed, and built by one of our children.

our families are also very involved in every aspect of this festival, from the conception and 

planning, to the execution, including donating items, creating articles for sale, requesting 

donations from local businesses, and spreading the word about our festival. We are very grateful 

for the hard work of all of our members.

come join us! there will be something fun for everyone! At our spring Festival you will find 

music, food, art, games, family fun, a raffle, and a silent auction.

the music will be provided by local bands whose members are moms and dads just like you.

the delicious food will feature the best creations from our local chefs and our children.

Games will be created and hosted by the children and families of the natural Learning school.

the raffle and silent auction will feature an exquisite assortment of items donated by local 

businesses, created or donated by our families, and made by our children.

the income generated by this Festival will be used towards our scholarship fund, allowing us to 

offer our excellent learning environment to children who otherwise wouldn’t be able to join us.

We truly appreciate your support!

save the date, come play with us, and make some new friends.

If you would like to volunteer, donate an item, have a booth, or sponsor our festival, please 

contact me at dalila@naturalearningschool.com or at 901-725-9467.
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c o m E  t o  m A m A ’ s  h o u s E

The Memphis Acoustic Music 
Association presents Jimmy robinson
B y  J u D y  k i t t s

Jimmy robinson

first-ever acoustic solo album, “Vibrating strings.” he’ll showcase much of it at otherlands on April 

3rd at 8 pm. 

on “Vibrating strings,” Robinson’s playing is consistently rich, lyrical, and fluent. A spanish-style 

detour called “pepi” and “Brian o’neal,” an elegy for the late Bonerama trombonist, are especially 

sumptuous. Another highlight is his acoustic re-imagining of Led Zeppelin’s ageless “kashmir.” 

Robinson has written half the songs on “Vibrating strings” in a voice reminiscent of Richard 

thompson and Fairport convention’s sandy Denny. 

Robinson continues to perform with twangorama and, less frequently, Woodenhead. he also 

contributes to cowsill’s monthly “covered in Vinyl” renditions of classic albums at carrollton 

station. And, increasingly, he performs solo.

For more information, call 901-274-1626 or visit mamamusic.org. Tickets for the concert are $12 

and can be bought at Otherlands and Davis-Kidd Booksellers.

throughout his long career with 

rock-fusion band Woodenhead and 

guitar collective twangorama, the 

electric guitar has served as Jimmy 

Robinson’s main instrument. But 

during a month-long hurricane 

katrina evacuation to memphis, he 

rediscovered the acoustic guitar, the 

instrument at the heart of his 

classical music studies at Loyola 

university. 

that period of rediscovery 

motivated Robinson to complete his 
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p E t  c o L u m n

Support for MSgAO will be a  
“Bark in the park”
B y  t R i s h A  G u R L E y

h E A Lt h y  h A B i t s 

rabies Vaccination Drive held this 
month
B y  h E At h E R  B u R t o n  R E y n o L D s

the memphis and shelby county health Department is hosting a Rabies Vaccination 

Drive on saturday, April 17th, and saturday, April 24th, at various locations throughout 

memphis and shelby county. no administrative fees will be charged during this drive, 

which drastically decreases the cost of vaccinating your pet. For more information, call 

901-544-7384.

A c R o s s  t E n n E s s E E

Online magazine looks at home state
B y  D E V i n  G R E A n E y

Across tennessee (acrosstn.com) is a new online magazine about the people, places, things, and 

ideas of tennessee. it updates with a new feature every monday and Friday. it is published right 

here from cooper-young.

this is not memphis-, or even West tennessee–focused, as the magazine wants to reach out to 

all of tennessee. this is a various, diverse state. We tennesseans are spread over great distances. 

memphis is much closer to the Gulf of mexico than to Bristol. A flight from tri cities airport to 

Windsor, ontario, canada is shorter distance than a flight to memphis international. the magazine 

is non-partisan and it is the aim to publish a variety of topics connected by the thread of one 

common denominator—tennessee. 

We are urbanites of nashville and memphis who love the central city and the many stimuli to 

the senses. We are farmers and small towners who appreciate the outdoors and the “everybody 

knows everybody” culture celebrated in countless nashville songs. We have a colorful history to 

remember. not always to celebrate, but to remember. And we have a future and the many 

conflicting visions for the future. there is no prohibition on controversy at this website.

Across tennessee will cover travel destinations. Be it a backpacking adventure, an amusement 

park, a bed and breakfast, or a downtown luxury hotel, the variety of destinations calling residents 

and visitors is something for everyone.

since going online, the magazine has had stories about tennessee’s first predominately his-

panic catholic parish. there is the story of five tennessee professors who share their knowledge 

with those who have a love for learning. Jackson’s mckellar-sipes Airport is the state’s smallest 

airport with a big ambition. An article on tennessee’s weather tells about the blizzard of 1993, the 

tornado outbreak of 1952, and the day things came together to make memphis smell like fish.

Expect the familiar and unfamiliar in the story of tennessee. 

please also check out the local calendars—a perfect go-to spot for what is happening in your 

part of the state. Big cities, small towns, colleges, and counties local calendars are a click away. 

And please send an email if a tennessee local calendar should be included. no, it does not matter 

how small the community.

i, the publisher of the magazine, am a freelance writer, photographer, cooper-young resident, 

and native memphian. neighbors James traynor, the webmaster, and kristan huntley, web 

designer, have provided invaluable help to make this site possible.

updates are available by becoming a fan on Facebook and twitter (acrosstennessee). All articles 

have places for comments. We want to hear from you!

Is your child struggling with reading?

Information Seminars for Parents and Professionals

Hosted by Dr. Rene Friemoth Lee of The Bodine School

April 8, 10:00 a.m. Benjamin L. Hooks Central Library

April 13, 6:30 p.m.  Germantown Library

April 22, 1:00 p.m. Collierville Library

The Bodine School

2432 Yester Oaks Drive, Germantown, TN 38139 
901-754-1800 • www.bodineschool.org

I used to think I was stupid ... 

Now I know 

I’m just  dyslexic!

can board up to 20 dogs. Aside from cohen, msGAo has two full-time and two part-time staff 

members. multiple volunteers fill in the gaps. All greyhounds are spayed or neutered and given 

veterinary care before being put up for adoption. contrary to what some may think, greyhounds 

are very adaptable to a home environment; in fact, they should be strictly indoor pets due to their 

short coats and low body fat. they are also ideal dogs for apartment/small home dwellers.

As for what keeps msGAo running, cohen says “[We’re] partially funded by southland park as 

well as donations from the local kennel operators, race dog owners, gift shop sales, area fund-

raisers, and from donations, both corporate and private.” While all of these sources are a great 

help, msGAo still needs additional funding to keep going. hence Bark in the park, which com-

bines a dog walk, bake sale, contests, box lunch, and vendors.

Rock 103’s Bad Dog and Ric will be the celebrity judges for the contests. committed vendors 

include Blue paw Design (collars and accessories), Got Greyhounds (greyhound-themed jewelry), 

hollywood Feed, petworth (dog food home delivery), the Athletic Animal (massage therapy for 

animals), and seize the clay. if you are interested in being a vendor, call msGAo at 870-735-

7317. there is no charge to be a vendor. 

sound like fun? it is! the cost is $20 per human, which includes a box lunch and t-shirt. Bring 

your own drinks. Dogs of any breed are welcome but not required. to ensure the availability of 

your box lunch and t-shirt, go to midsouthgreyhound.com before April 5th to print out an order 

form to send with your payment. All proceeds will go to raise funds for msGAo.

Walk-ups may attend with box lunches as available. Rain date is saturday, April 24th. 

Volunteer opportunity

the house of mews, located at 933 south cooper, has found loving homes for over 8,000 cats 

since 1994. they could use donations of bleach, laundry soap, and Friskies classic paté canned 

Food. if you’d rather donate money instead, go to houseofmews.com or call 901-272-3777.

spring is here, and it’s time for you (and 

your dog) to get outside. your chance to enjoy 

nature, get exercise, and support animals all at 

the same time is coming soon! mid south 

Greyhound Adoption option (msGAo) is 

holding its first ever Bark in the park Fun Dog 

Walk on saturday, April 17th, from noon–3 

pm. the event takes place at overton park’s 

north parkway pavilion.

Founded in 1991, msGAo is an adoption 

program for retired racing greyhounds. 

Located in the southland Greyhound park in 

West memphis, the goal is to find loving, 

forever homes for these greyhounds. they 

also have a greyhounds-only boarding 

program for vacationing owners.

“i don’t like the R-word, rescue,” says Vicki 

cohen, the director of msGAo since 2006. 

“my greys are with us until they find a home.” 

the facility can house 40 adoptable dogs and 

Cooper-Young resident Jo Chetter, 
with her greyhounds, walking in the 
neighborhood on one of our snow days.
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B o o k s  F R o m  B u R k E ’ s  o W n

Local writer, Corey Mesler, releases two new books

since there are frequent explora-

tions of casual sex in the novel, he 

feels that it is one of his funniest 

books to date. in fact, he likes to 

inject a little bit of humor into all 

the books he writes. corey laughs 

that he would much rather hear 

that his book was funny than being 

told that his book was very kafkaesque (though he is a big fan of kafka!). he hopes that people 

will take away some good belly laughs and a feel for a really surrealistic, strange small southern 

town from The Ballad of the Two Tom Mores.

Following Richard Brautigan is about a young, disenchanted writer by the name of Jack in the 

1980’s. he is visited by the ghost of the late author Richard Brautigan, an author that the young 

writer reveres, after being jilted by a lover in san Francisco. the pair takes a road trip back to san 

Francisco, the scene of the love affair for Jack as well as the city in which Richard Brautigan called 

home for much of his life. corey hopes that the novel is a mix of a little bit of Richard Brautigan 

himself as well as a bit of his whimsy, but he notes that he did not do in-depth research on the 

author. instead, he has relied upon what he has read and has been inspired by in Brautigan’s 

works, which he read during his late teens. in the book, he sees the ghost as a late-career 

Brautigan, who is known as a writer of his generation in the 60’s, but his popularity is starting to 

wane and so he is saddened as well as a little befuddled as to why he is sent back to Earth to help 

Jack. if the reader is not familiar with Brautigan, they should not be hesitant to pick up the novel 

as it is told from Jack’s viewpoint, not the ghost’s, and the reader should still understand and 

enjoy the story. 

For more information on Corey, or to purchase his works, you may visit his website at coreyme-

sler.com or drop by Burke’s Book Store or its website at burkesbooks.com. Also, be sure to check out 

the online article at lamplighter.cooperyoung.org. There is a video there that has an interview as 

well as excerpts from the two novels read by Corey. It is a can’t miss!

B y  k R i s tA n  h u n t L E y

many may know corey mesler as one of the owners of the wonderfully inviting and cozy 

Burke’s Book store on cooper, but others know him as a very prolific fiction novelist and poet. in 

march, corey released two new books, The Ballad of the Two Tom Mores and Following Richard 

Brautigan, from two different presses. yes, you did read that correctly—two books from two 

different presses—which is something almost unheard of in the literary community. 

corey’s childhood in the memphis area coincided with the tumultuous changes and protests 

present in the 1960’s. As corey grew older, he fell more and more in love with the city and its 

culture, especially the music and its collection of eclectic but humble artists. Despite its struggles 

and detractors that would label memphis an unfortunate city, corey feels that the city is no worse 

than anywhere else, and, in fact, because of the people, the artists and the culture is in many 

ways a better place than other cities.

When he was a teenager, corey began to write poetry, often at the wee hours of the night after 

experiencing girl or life issues common to most of us at that age. he was able to channel these 

experiences into words and found a love of writing. he continued to write poetry for a long time, 

unsure if he wanted to try other forms of writing, until he read the works of Raymond carver. After 

reading carver’s works, corey was inspired and believed that although he might not be able to 

complete a novel-sized work at that time, he might be able to write short stories of three to five 

pages in length. he submitted one of his earliest short stories to the spirit that moves us press, 

and it was accepted, another unheard of feat in the literary world. With that encouragement, 

corey kept writing.

While still writing and working on being published, corey began to work at Burke’s Book store. 

in what could be considered a bookworm’s fairy tale, corey met his wife, cheryl, while they were 

both working at the bookstore. in 2000, the same year that corey began to write his book Talk: A 

Novel in Dialogue, corey and cheryl bought Burke’s Book store. 

since mid-life, corey has been affected by a condition known as agoraphobia, or the fear of 

public or open spaces. he is quite comfortable at home or in the bookstore, and although 

agoraphobia has limited his hours of working, it has also allowed for a measure of creative 

concentration. up by 5 am, corey sits down at his computer to write every morning. inspired by 

Anne Lamott’s book Bird by Bird: Some Instruc-

tions of Writing and Life, he has conditioned his 

mind to be creative and ready to write at that 

time every morning, and so even when he 

wonders if he has anything to write, the words 

just flow when he places his hands on the 

keyboard. having this time early in the morning, 

as well as Fridays away from the bookstore, has 

allowed him to focus on writing his two latest 

novels, both released this march.

the first novel, The Ballad of the Two Tom 

Mores, was originally planned for release last 

year, but the micropress experienced some 

delays, and it was thus scheduled to be released 

this year. The Ballad of the Two Tom Mores is set 

in the fictional rural town of Queneau, Arkansas. 

tom more is a restaurant reviewer who has lived 

in this small town his whole life and is set in his 

ways. he is comfortable in the fact that he 

doesn’t have to put forth much effort in life until 

this ease is unsettled by another man of the 

same name that moves into the town. this 

second tom more brings the allure of “magic 

from the big city” in the form of Vhs tapes to 

rent. At the same time, something much 

threatening and ominous is occurring: someone 

is killing all the male inhabitants of the town! 

The Ballad of the Two Tom Mores is a dark 

comedy, described by corey as a blend of 

Erskine caldwell and the simpsons. Although 

some readers may feel that the book is too racy, 
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F O O d  F O R  t h O U g h t

Eating well and gluten-free
B y  d A V I d  s M I t h

 A fairly common disorder that receives little attention, both in the public eye and in the 

world of cuisine, is celiac disease, or more commonly known as gluten intolerance. It is an 

autoimmune disease that occurs in one out of every 133 people, and yet many restaurants lack 

any substantial dishes to cater to people afflicted with it. perhaps a greater understanding of this 

condition will inspire more local restaurants in Cooper-young to extend their hands and menus to 

gluten intolerant Midtowners.

 gluten is found in wheat, rye, and barley, though oats can also cause reactions to some. 

different from an allergy, gluten specifically inflames and damages the inner wall of the small 

intestine in gluten intolerant individuals, causing both painful side effects and blocking nutrients 

from entering the bloodstream. According to the Celiac disease Foundation, symptoms are 

greatly varied, but can include recurring abdominal pain and bloating, chronic diarrhea or 

constipation, joint pain and fatigue. If left untreated, long-term conditions of celiac disease 

include malnutrition through mineral and vitamin deficiencies, early osteoporosis, anemia and 

pancreatic and/or gallbladder malfunction. Even consuming small amounts of gluten that may 

not immediately bother an individual can still cause damage to the small intestine. 

 According to the MayoClinic, the cause and origin of celiac disease is unknown, but it is 

most often genetic. If the disease is present within the immediate family, the odds of carrying it 

skyrocket from 0.7% for the general population to between 5% and 15%. the onset of the disease 

for carriers is often triggered by a traumatic event, such as surgery, infection  or pregnancy.

 Unfortunately, the only current remedy for this condition is maintaining a completely 

gluten-free diet, which is easier said than done when considering the diverse, prevalent and 

sometimes obscure ways in which gluten products are used. however, this does not spell the end 

for gluten intolerants from enjoying a night out of good eating at one of our Cooper-young 

restaurants. Fortunately, there are some locations that are especially mindful of the dangers and 

gastrological difficulties of dining out with this condition.

 Outback steakhouse, located at 2255 Union Avenue, has a separate and extensive 

gluten-free menu that still features many of their signature dishes. A favorite on that menu is 

a flourless hot fudge brownie dessert topped with homemade ice cream and whipped cream 

adorned with chocolate shavings. Kevin Luke, the new proprietor, understands the impor-

tance of serving those dishes absolutely free of any possible contact with gluten for his 

mother-in-law has celiac disease. Because of this personal interest, he personally prepares 

each gluten-free dish to ensure its quality and safety. 

 tsunami, located at 928 south Cooper, is also a safe-haven for sufferers of celiac 

disease. Although the menu is ever-evolving and does not specifically feature gluten-free 

dishes, head chef Ben smith and his staff are acutely aware of gluten intolerance, and smith 

is eager to accommodate his guests by altering his pacific Rim dishes to make them as safe 

as they are delicious. 
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s h i n E  F o R  t h E  c h i L D R E n

CASA’s Light of Hope Campaign helps 
the abused and neglected
B y  s t E p h E n  D .  s pA i n h o u R

What a site it was, over three thousand white stakes with blue ribbons blowing elegantly in the 

wind across from the Juvenile court in downtown memphis. A true testament to the heart of our 

volunteers, over sixty community members came together on the last saturday in march in 2009 

to build an honorarium to the thousands of abused and neglected children in our community who 

still did not have advocates looking out for their best interests in the shelby county Juvenile 

court. these white stakes were hammered into the ground that day—each representing an abused 

or neglected child who went through the court system the year before without a cAsA volunteer 

to speak for them. the display—the Light of hope Awareness project—was erected as an effort of 

cAsA of memphis and shelby county to bring attention to the problem of child abuse and the 

need for child advocates during national child Abuse prevention month.  

in 1986, cAsA of memphis and shelby county began training volunteer child advocates. cAsA 

volunteers are ordinary people from a wide variety of backgrounds. After training, most cAsA 

volunteers work one case at a time, which is appointed to them by a Juvenile court judge. they 

conduct thorough research on the background of the case, review documents, and interview 

everyone involved with the child: pediatricians, school teachers, neighbors, family members, and 

others. After completing their research, cAsA volunteers summarize their findings in a report for 

the court and make a recommendation for the placement of the child. over 97% of the time, the 

court makes all or part of its ruling based on the cAsA volunteer’s recommendations.

Ask any cAsA volunteer and he or she will be quick to tell you that the most rewarding part of 

his or her work is in the relationships—not in the courtroom. Very often, volunteers are the only 

constant a child knows as he moves through the labyrinth of the child welfare system. his parents 

may abandon him, the system may confuse and dishearten him, but his cAsA volunteer is always 

there for him; that makes a difference, and that is what makes this organization unique and 

valuable.

April is national child Abuse prevention month. to spread awareness of the problem and 

enable citizens to help, cAsA of memphis and shelby county is constructing the Light of hope 

project once again. Beginning on march 27th, an ocean of white stakes and blue ribbons will fill 

the park across from the memphis and shelby county Juvenile courthouse. Each stake will again 

represent an abused or neglected child who journeyed through the juvenile justice system last 

year without a cAsA volunteer to advocate on his behalf. this year, there will be over 3,300 

stakes—the need is that great. 

cAsA invites you to join them in the fight against child abuse by sponsoring a Light of hope 

stake for $10.00. the funds raised from stake sponsorship will go towards training and supporting 

cAsA volunteers to speak on behalf of the children. you are also invited to assist cAsA in 

hammering the stakes into the ground across from the Juvenile court on march 27th at 10 am. 

Abused and neglected children need your voice—your advocacy—today. Give them a light of 

hope for the future. please sponsor or volunteer; call cAsA today at 901-522-0200 or visit the 

website at memphiscasa.org.

A  tA L E  o F  t h R E E  t R E E s ,  pA R t  t W o

More information found for fixtures in 
the ground
B y  A A R o n  J A m E s

Last month’s article just didn’t provide enough space for everything that needed to be said 

about trees, so here i am again. First of all, i should explain that i originally contacted scott 

Banbury of midtown Logging because i had heard he provides a rather unique service. During our 

phone interview last month, he described, “using a portable sawmill, we save city trees from 

going to the landfill and give them a second life as beautiful furniture, cabinetry, and millwork.” if 

you are considering having a large tree removed, give scott a call first, and he will tell you if the 

main trunk is of a quality sufficient for milling. Also, if you do remove a tree, scott recommends 

that you consider planting an appropriate replacement tree in a more life-sustaining location.

on that note, this month’s photograph shows trees (A) planted 35 years ago by my dad, 

originally intended as a hedge between our house and the cantankerous elderly widow next door 

and (B) planted 30 years ago to commemorate the birth of his first grandson. Both are prime 

examples of where not to plant trees. Example A has destroyed the driveway, not to mention the 

fact that pines are notoriously damaging to lawns. Luckily, the new neighbors prefer keeping the 

shade, and the broken concrete drive will soon be replaced with gravel. Example B simply does 

not provide sufficient ground area for a root system and will need to be removed in the not too 

distant future in order to avoid the inevitable sidewalk heave. i have always been told that when 

cooper-young was developed, a tree was planted in each section of the front yard, which certainly 

seems a more appropriate urban setting. in fact, a few of our luckiest neighbors still have these 

now mature originals.

Another valuable source of information is the international society of Arboriculture. in watching 

an interview just the other day on the cable access channel, a local representative shared the 

following: instead of simply digging a hole to plant your new tree, you have to prepare a site at 

least 2–3 times the diameter of the root ball. Also, do not over-water. “keeping young trees 

hydrated is important to their survival, but soaking the ground around their root system can be 

more damaging than beneficial. over-watering causes leaves to yellow or even drop. young trees 

should be watered once a week, unless there is substantial rain. in hot weather, more frequent 

watering may be necessary. continue watering through mid-autumn, tapering off as colder 

weather approaches, which requires less frequent watering.”

And a new one for me is that new trees should not be staked. “studies have actually shown 

that trees establish more quickly and develop stronger trunk and root systems if they are not 

staked at the time of planting.” (hmm… Do i see a life lesson in there somewhere?) And last, but 

not least, if you need help planting a tree, either with labor or borrowed tools, a call to the cycA 

office will have me there in a jiffy!

To contact Scott, visit scottbanbury.com, and for more information on the International Society of 

Arboriculture, visit isa-arbor.com.
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B o o k W o R m

familiar isolation breeds contempt
B y  k i m B E R Ly  R i c h A R D s o n

it has always been the saying that misery loves company. 

When people are immersed in their own pain, they seek out 

other people, consciously or subconsciously, who are hurting 

and who can possibly share in their misery party without 

actually doing anything about removing it. the two main 

characters from Ann Winger’s first book, This Must Be The 

Place, engage in this ritual, but their lives are forever changed 

because of it. in a corner of Berlin, Germany resides Walter, a 

former German teen actor who left his career during its peak 

to move to california and Disney, only to return with his tail 

between his legs and to become the dubbed voice for tom 

cruise. he desperately holds onto scraps of his former life for 

it is all that keeps him going and yet keeps him stuck, 

preventing him from any kind of advancement. he is ev-

eryone, and he is no one, going so far as to blend into his 

apartment after his much younger lover (and better actress) leaves him. however, it is during one 

day that he is intrigued by a young man and woman fighting outside of his apartment complex. 

the couple turns out to be Americans Dave and hope, who recently moved to Berlin due to a job 

offer for Dave, the recent destruction of 9/11, and hope’s failed pregnancy. 

hope is a young woman struggling to find her own sense of worth in Berlin, but she is afraid to 

do so. she has no friends, and her only outlet is her German language class, in which the other 

students consistently avoid her. her husband is a chipper and frightfully optimistic man who 

travels to poland for long periods of time for his job (pornography), not fully understanding his 

own wife and giving her what she needs. it is fate, then, that the two sources of desolation finally 

meet and compare notes on just who is worse off, later realizing that neither of them truly are; 

they just refuse to let go of their emotional baggage, and that is what makes them so real in the 

book. 

i will admit that i had never heard of Winger until by accident while i visited sherlock’s 

Bookstore in Lebanon, tennessee for a book signing event that i was part of. i am glad that i 

found this book, for now i realize that there are still some damn good authors out there, ones who 

can tell such a simple story with such depth and detail that one feels they are truly there with the 

characters. i felt i was there with hope as she carefully peeled away layers of the wallpaper in her 

apartment, revealing a treasure both on the walls and within herself. Winger makes the readers 

want the best for Walter and know that life is not truly at its depressing end for him even though 

he refuses to stop looking back, not only at his acting career but his problematic family past as 

well. there is restlessness in both hope and Walter; there is unfinished business revealed through 

their friendship, and it is understood that it needed to be completed. it is necessary for hope and 

Walter to meet, for each one provides the mirror to reflect on the other person’s life followed with 

the question of, “Just what in the hell are you doing?” the reflections portrayed are not pretty, but 

they are honest and enough of a catalyst to divert and change what is sorely lacking in hope and 

Walter’s lives. Winger’s writing style is simple, a bit like hemingway, and yet she has her own 

voice within these pages, a voice that gave such life to two characters that sorely needed to 

evaluate and change their own.

m E m p h i s  R o L L E R  D E R B y

More games, more fun for Derby girls
B y  c o L L E E n  s m i t h

FunQuest in collierville was taken over again by the girls of mRD on saturday, march 13th. the 

first bout of the night was between the memphis hustlin’ Rollers and the hard knox Roller Girls of 

knoxville, tennessee. these two teams have not played each other since the tennessee state 

championships back in August of last year. knoxville has lost several of their key players, one of 

which is Black ‘n Blue, who relocated to memphis. When asked how it felt to play against her 

former team, Blue had this to say: “i knew it was going to be interesting playing my home team. i 

love my hkRG’s, and i will always remember my roots as hkRG and not just because it’s tatted on 

my arm. But i have to admit, i sure had a blast giving them a beat down this past saturday!” 

Despite the change in their roster, they are still a great match up to the hustlin’ Rollers. At no 

point was the bout boring! At half time, knoxville held a one-point lead. however, the hustlin’ 

Rollers came out of the half-time break with fire. they quickly took the lead and held it to the end. 

the final score was memphis: 153; knoxville: 90.

next up were the Angels of Death of memphis Roller Derby versus the springfield Rollergirls of 

springfield, missouri. now, as most of you who follow the memphis home teams know, the Angels 

of Death came into this bout undefeated. springfield is a fairly new team, but they have clearly 

been trained well. their packs are fast, their hits are hard, and, strategically, they were on the 

same page as the Angels. As hard as it is to believe, they pulled a one-point win over the Angels 

of Death! one point! springfield: 88; Angels of Death: 87. Derby just doesn’t get more exciting 

than that. it was a very hard pill to swallow for the Angels, who are still debating much of the bout 

with the referees. Regardless of the outcome, it was great derby and i wish i’d had a spectator’s 

view of the action. Although playing rocked, too!

We have an update to mRD’s search for a new home. While we are still actively looking for a 

permanent home, it seems that we will remain at the Fairgrounds for a bit longer. We found out 

recently that the city plans to keep the pipkin Building for 2–3 more years in order to accommo-

date mRD and the Flea market. While we still hate to lose the space and familiar floor of the 

“house of Bruise” (aka, the youth Building), we are very happy about this news! soon, we will 

know if this building will be available for our next bouts on April 10th, but, as of right now, we 

haven’t confirmed the location of that game. check out memphisrollerderby.com for updates, or 

follow us on Facebook.
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A p p R E c i At i n G  m E m p h i s  m u s i c

There’s more to know about Memphis music than you think
B y  D R .  D .  J A c k s o n  m A X W E L L

memphis is world renowned for its music. people travel here from all over the world to set foot 

on Beale street, listen to live music, and to tour Graceland. unfortunately, too few memphians 

take advantage of these opportunities. Recently, i have had the chance to see some local bands 

perform and soak in a bit of memphis music history. it was wonderful! Let me share a few of these 

experiences with you.

A few weeks back, i was thrilled to see a show by the Delta nomads. their music is an 

easygoing style of southern-fried rock-n-roll. the band is led by singer/songwriter/guitarist Bill 

Walsh. his often-hilarious lyrics relate stories of out-of-control celebrities, love gone bad, old dogs, 

and gossipy neighbors. in various incarnations, the band has been around for five years playing 

every bar and juke joint in town. in the last couple of years, the Delta nomads have settled into 

their current four-piece line-up with occasional harmonics provided by John markham. their 

second album, Fully Loaded, is due out this month. As Delta nomads bassist, Jeff Rust, states, “We 

just really found a groove right off the bat.” intriguingly, Walsh describes the sound of their new 

album as, “L.A. rock meets the memphis Blues.” Be on the look-out for upcoming shows and the 

locale of their cD release party at deltanomads.com. 

Back in February, i walked into nocturnal (on the site of the infamous Antenna club) and was 

blown away by the jangly, retro-sounds of Jeffrey and the pacemakers. this outstanding cover 

band is essentially a British invasion band based in memphis, playing the flower power good-

times tunes of the 1960’s. performing on vintage instruments, this soon-to-be-legendary band 

performs classics by groups such as the Byrds, kinks, Beatles, and Rolling stones. the musicians in 

Jeffrey and the pacemakers have honed their chops in a number of popular memphis bands 

including the crime, Daytripper, Zuider Zee, and most recently, Everyday people. singer/guitarist 

Jeff Golightly, who fronts the band, states, “We are all in our 50’s (baby boomers) and grew up on 

this music, and we try to capture the sound and energy of these legendary bands.” you can learn 

more about the band, listen to a tune, and discover where they will be performing next at 

jeffreyandthepacemakers.com. 

And last, but certainly not least, if you love music but the club scene is no longer your thing—

give Backbeat tours a try. this extraordinary experience is the brainchild of Bill patton. A former 

lawyer, patton left his profession to start a music-based company. the tours aboard vintage 

charter buses are led by professional guitar–playing/memphis history–knowing guides. the 

experience is interactive, where participants sing-a-long, play instruments, and write their own 

Blues songs while learning about stAX, sun Records, overton park shell, and numerous other 

sites of musical and historical note as viewed through the bus windows. on my most recent 

Backbeat tour, i had the distinct pleasure of having memphis Jones, a real-life touring musician 

from the band Altered, as my guide. memphis Jones’ love of memphis music and history is 

infective. he had the whole bus singing, laughing, and totally engaged, hanging on to every word 

and song he sang. memphis Jones (memphisjones.com) states, “there is no way to tell the 

immeasurably rich history and incalculable ongoing relevance of memphis music on one 

sight-seeing tour, no matter what you do. But dang man, why should i let that stop me from 

trying?” i highly recommend Backbeat tours for both tourists and hometowners, alike. For more 

information on how you can take advantage of this unique opportunity, view the Backbeat tour 

website at backbeattours.com.

i encourage everyone to take advantage of memphis’ rich musical heritage. As memphians, we 

are in the enviable position of not having to travel across country or around the globe to visit the 

sites connected to the birthplace of Rock-n-Roll (sun Records) and soul (stAX), Father of the Blues 

(W.c. handy), king of the Blues (B.B. king), Queen of soul (Aretha Franklin), and king of Rock-n-

Roll (Elvis presley). Join me in vowing to more fully support our local musicians by getting out and 

enjoying some live memphis music!

check out this article online at lamplighter.cooperyoung.org to see more photos of local 

performers.

Dr. D. Jackson Maxwell is an educator and freelance writer who has had the pleasure of living in 

Memphis for 20 years. If you have any questions or comments, please contact him at djacksonmax-

well@gmail.com.

SCHWARTZ
ELECTRIC CO., INC.

682 S. Cox Street
Memphis, TN 38104

Alan and Jay Schwartz
(901) 725-7787

Memphis Jones, entertaining and educating on a Backbeat Tour. 
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hiya, sweeties! As you read this, ‘ol Aunt cicely will either be cashing in my neighbor Gladys’ 

April pension check because Duke went all the way, or weeping over a busted bracket. Frankly, i 

like my chances—that old biddy has a blind spot when it comes to the Big ten. But enough about 

march madness...we’ve still got some catching up to do from February!

the 3rd Annual cooper-young/peabody school chili cook-off was a rousing success, raising 

almost $1,800 (twice the amount of last year) for enhancements to the peabody playground and 

bringing around 300 people to the peabody cafeteria on February 27th. Rene Erickson and the 

Midtown Chili Bombers ran away with both the “most unusual chili” and “Judge’s choice” 

awards. the “people’s choice” award went to John shoemaker of houghton mifflin publishers for 

his “textbook chili.” nicole hogan, a Felix resident and peabody parent, won “Best Vegetarian 

chili,” and mrs. Berryman and the peabody cooking club won the “Best hot chili” honors. For the 

second year in a row, the block club with the most participation at the chili cook-off was nelson 

Avenue (cooper to Barksdale), and ms. magbee’s first grade class won a pizza party for having the 

most peabody students represented. Whew, that’s a lot of prizes! oh, but we’re not done . . . 

special thanks goes to the “celebrity” judges: neisey Bobo, peabody parent and owner of ching’s 

Wings; craig Blondis, future peabody parent and owner of central BBQ; and kym clark, midtown 

resident and Action news 5 anchor.

And, hey, nothing goes better with chili than beer (though, not in an elementary school). Joe 

and Susan Currier of nelson Avenue enjoyed their fair share of Guinness while touring ireland in 

February in celebration of Joe’s graduation from his phD program last year. 

moving on into march, young Avenue hosts with the mosts Dee and Bob Sanders held 

their first oscar party—guests came dressed to walk the red carpet running down the 

sanders’ sidewalk or as a character from a nominated movie. cooper-younger Kathryn 

Schurch won the winner predictions and tied with toad hall owner Dana Whitehead on 

oscar Bingo.

And nominated for most prolific cy author of the year...Burke’s Books owner corey 

messler! corey has two new novels out, including Following Richard Brautigan and The 

Ballad of the Two Tom Mores. Burke’s will be hosting a signing for corey on may 6th. 

over on Elzey, little Gray Gowen, son of kellen and kyle Gowen, celebrated his first 

CY SOCiETY

Around-the-block news
B y  A u n t  c i c E Ly

2

3

pappas and big sister Elena of cox street on october 29th. she decided to come 3 weeks before 

her due date but was still a respectable 7 pounds, 11 ounces. 

And bringing another baby girl to the neighborhood were Leah and Josh hillis of Evelyn. 

Rebecca Blair was born on march 6, weighing in at 5 pounds, 11 ounces. Welcome home, girls!

And now i’ve got to go get my face paint on for the first Blue Devils game of the tourney...lucky 

my hair’s already the right color! see ya, sweeties!

1 - rebecca Blair

2 - Cora Constantin and big sister Elena

3 - Joe and Susan Currier

4 - gray gowen

5 - Corey Messler (photo by Chole Messler)

6 - Dee and Bob Sanders

birthday on march 

10th with a cupcake 

as big as the kid 

himself! hope you 

shared that thing, 

Gray! 

here’s one ‘ol Aunt 

cicely missed a while 

back—Cora Con-

stantin was born to 

Jenni and Andrew 

1

Email news of any CY happenings to  

auntcicely@gmail.com...don’t forget the pictures!

7 - kathryn Schurch and Ty Legge

8 - clockwise, Daniel Martinez, 
rodney nash, Haynes knight, 
rex Johnson, SharronJohnson, 
and David Merrill. AkA, Stone 
Soup Social Club

9 - rene Erickson and the Midtown 
Chili Bombers

4

9
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Maintain: 
    Spring/Fall Clean Up, 
    Scheduled Lawn Maintenance, 
    Plant Installation, Organic Fertilization,     
           Mulch, Sod, Light Tree Service 
 

Create Curb Appeal: 
             Landscape Design, 
    Stone Patios & Walkways, 
                              Vegetable & Herb Gardens, 
                   Edible Landscapes and more…                   


